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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL 
MONTEREY, CA 93943-!5100 
From: Superintendent Naval Postgraduate School 
Subj: FINAL REPORT OF THE AD HOC COMMITTEE ON FACULTY, 
ACTIVITIES, INCENTIVES AND EVALU}'IONS 
4,.., 
IN REPLY R£f'ER lO : 
5420 
NC4(00) 
1 1 MAY 1987 
Encl: (1) The Marto Committee Report of 20 March 1987 w/Provost 
Endorsement 
1. I endorse the subject report of the faculty committee. It is 
a thorough, thoughtful, and well designed document which addresses 
the special aspects of graduate education designed to meet the 
national security needs through the education of officers assigned 
to study at the Naval Postgraduate School. The report reflects the 
requirements stipulated in the Policy for Naval Postgraduate School 
by the Secretary of the Navy which includes excellence of teaching, 
at frontiers of knowledge and aimed at the needs of the Naval 
Services. 
2. The Naval Postgraduate School must stand as a model of higher . 
education to serve the high purpose for which it exists. It must 
be a beacon. It must teach more effectively than any other 
institution within the time available for our officers to study 
and at the same time meet the explosive expansion of knowledge 
and technology in the world. We must understand and respond in a 
manner which fully and properly supports developing the insights, 
intellectual capacity and underlying principles that will serve 
this nation's defense into the next century. Accomplishment at 
the Naval Postgraduate School must come from extraordinary 
teaching by an incentivized, out ahead, faculty whose vigor and 
passion becomes a national model. 
3. Serving this high purpose requires the nicest sense of 
introspection and evalution. This report is a major contribution 
and is approved for wide distibution. The student opinion forms 
whicn · have prominent reference in the report are an important 
aspect owing to the maturity and experience of the students. 
There is great value from these inputs, however, they do not 
provide the totality of insight needed to create the standards 
of excellence that our mission demands. Only by complementing 
candid student input with active faculty and administration 
involvement in our classrooms, laboratories, and theses will 
we meet the knowledge and teaching standards which we must achieve. 
SUBJ: FINAL REPORT OF THE AD HOC COMMITTEE ON FACULTY, 
ACTIVITIES, INCENTIVES AND EVALUATIONS 
4. In the interest of continuing the intensity, sound input and 
initial progress in the area of this report, I task the Provost 
and Deans to carry out the recommendations of the committee and I 
will appoint a continuing ad hoc committee to monitor and report 
to the Superintendent on the effectiveness of the implementing 
measures. This report is to be made to the superintendent each 
academic quarter one month prior to graduation. 
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Director of Military Operations 
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PROVOST'S ENDORSEMENT TO MARTO COMMITTEE REPORT 
The Report reflects serious and constructive work by the 
Committee. While reasonable people may disagree on particular 
issues, the overwhelming thrust of the Report was, in my view, 
right on the mark. For a variety of reasons it was time to 
review, assess, propose changes where needed and to reaffirm 
values and policies where they are determined to be of enduring 
value. It was most appropriate that this be done by the faculty 
and the Committee (of faculty) did, in the conduct of its work, 
involve nearly the entire faculty. The Report recognizes very 
forthrightly the responsibility of the faculty in these matters. 
Some of the actions called for in the Report have been 
initiated. In August 1986, the School wrote to OPNAV regarding 
the resources necessary to implement the initiatives called for 
in SECNAVINST 1524.2. Among other ·things the School requested 10 
man years of end strength, salaries, and TDY/PCS monies to 
support an annual program of faculty experience tours to Navy 
operational units, laboratories, systems commands, and 
headquarters of the Navy and Marine Corps. In January 1987 the 
School submitted a package of adjustments tq POM (Budget) 89 and 
requirements for POM 90. Contained in this package were a set of 
graduate education excellence initiatives, submitted "over 
guidance." These initiatives called for increased academic 
administrative and technical support personnel, significantly 
increased faculty and faculty budget for course and laboratory 
development, curriculum coordination and reduction in class 
sizes, increased entry level faculty salaries, and the 
establishment of centers of excellence in teaching dnd research. 
An orientation program for new faculty will be initiated 
this quarter and be run quarterly thereafter. The Faculty 
Orientation Manual has been revised and is being republished to 
support this program. The three on-campus seminars address the 
Navy, the School, the students and elements of effective 
instruction, and highlights of departmental academic and research 
programs. Off-campus elements of the orientation program will 
include a visit to naval activities in San Diego and ship 
cruises. 
Finally the major recommendations of the Report regarding 
criteria for Pay, Promotion and Tenure have been incorporated 
into the revision of the Faculty Handbook which will be published 
this month. 
The assessment and appraisal of the Committee and the 
faculty represented by the Report does not reach fruition with 
the publication of the Report. While some actions are underway, 
many actions require leadersnip and resources to implement. It 
is my intention that all responsible recommendations in the 
Report be acted upon. 
L ! I / ., • 
r T I have thanked the members of the Committee and its 
Chairman, Professor Paul Marta, individually and hereby 
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ME~IORANDUM 
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL, 
~ontcrey, California 
NC4(G9Mx)/sa 
19 ~arch 87 
From: Chairman, Ad Hoc Committee on Faculty Activities, 
Incentives and Evaluation 
To: Provost 
Subj: SUBMISSIO~ OF REVISED FI~AL REPORT 
Encl: (1) Final Report of the Committee, Dated 20 ~larch 1987 
1. Enclosure (1) is the revised version of our committee's 
Final Report. 
2. We have spent a significant amount of time responding to 
your memorandum of 25 February 1987, and we all agree that the 
revised version is significantly better than our earli~r one. 
3. The changes we have made are mostly related to th~ reada-
bility of the report, althou~h a few of the recommendations 
have chanJ;ed. WP. have tried to make the report "ti~ht. 
scholarly and posit i w)." 
4. The entire experience has been very beneficial to each of 
• us. We have learned much about our institution and its mission. 
5. ~ow that we have complete .d our assigned task. we hope 
that the administration and the faculty will work closely 
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1. UITROOOCTION 
. The Naval Postgraduate School is a unique educational institution. It 
nrust be able to enhance the canbat effectiveness of our _Navy, Marine QJrps and 
other aI1T1ed services through the education of officer students and the active 
support of operational carr.,ands in the Deparonent of the tlavy. To accomplish 
this re<tuires a faculty capable of rooeting nnre demanding standards of 
performance than the facJlty at civilian institutions. 
Since the future of this institution rests heavily on the demonstrated 
excellence of its faculty, it is rose important for the faculty periodically 
to assess their 01rrenc and future activities in order to maintain a quality 
graduate education program capable of producing graduates who will be leaders 
in the 1990s and heyond. In ~-~y 1936, the Secretary of the ~lavv issued SEC!AV 
InstrJction 1524.2 [1] concerning ~~e r.aval Postgraduate School and its 
faculty. It stated ~~at ~iPS facJlty evalt.:ation procedures should reflect .:3!'l 
equal emphasis on: ~~equality of teaching, faculty contributions to 
knowledge, and the active aoolication of that knowledge to the mission of the 
Navy and ~-1arine Corps. Accordingl:,, the Provost appointed the Ad Hoc 
Carmittee on Faculty Activities, Incentives and Evaluation oo 19 August 1986, 
with a Olarter (Aopendix A) to study c~e evaluation system used for pay, 
promotion and tenure decisions at this institution and to recomnend ways to 
insure that teachin~, research and service to the ~lavv receive equal enphasis 
in these dee is ions. The Superintendent requested that the followin~ 
additional topics receive attention: faculty naval orientation and 
experience, student research (naval orientation and academic relevance), and 
the present procedures and norms in pay, ororootion c:ll1d tenure. 
During the past seven mnchs, this r,U!lllittee has made a ccmprehensive 
effort to seek faculty ooinion regardim? the Major points of rur Otarcer. We 
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have attended d~parcnent ~etings of L>Verv academic deoartment and group, ;md 
have ~t with renhers of i:FM-:C, the Division ~ans and the lA?partment 
Chairmen. In additicn, ~ have solicited faculty input by organizinp, three 
faculty open ~etings en the following rlates: 28 October 1986, 20 January 
1987 and 27 January 1987. Subsequent to these ~etings, we received numerous 
written and oral opinions and suggestions for wr consideration. 'That 
feedback, toP,ether with the statistical information ~.,e received from the 
questionnaire administered by the Faculty Council (2), has been of great value 
to the u:mnittee in responding to rmny of the issues in its 01arter. 
This report begins with an overview of the mission and LD1iqueness of rur 
institution. Current problems are then addressed, together with prooosed 
recorrrnendacions, in three subsequent sections: (a) rws Involvement with the 
Deparoent of the ~!avy, (b) Facul:y Activities, and (c) Faculty Reward System. 
These sections are followed bv sane concluriing remarks. 
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2. NPS ~IISSIOO AND L'NIQUEllF..SS 
The NPS Miss ion 
... The Naval Postgraduate School miss ion is to provide high-quality .. 
post-baccalaureate education for the officer corps in selected curricula that 
have significant imoact oo the defense of the United States. The Navy has 
identified those areas of knowledge where the problems being addressed have 
such profound and far reachinR implications for the security of the United 
· States that sane T'lernbers of the officer corps nust master the current state of 
the art in those fields and become active participants in the development of 
new results. It is not sufficient that these officers just "learn about" 
these fields or even just ~seer the state of the art at the ti~e of their 
st'.Jdies. They TTUSt, in addition, <ieveloo the intellectual skills that will 
allow th.em to continue to ?..row with their chosen field, the mental abilities 
that will allow them to accurately predict ·Ntlac is r-ossihle wit~ the 
technology and the leadershin skills to translate this insight into effective 
• 
military use. Although the naintenance of an outstanding faculty with strong 
~avy knowledge and interests is important for ~~e task of developing new 
results, it is the intellecc,.ial skills of the NPS graduates together with 
their leadership skills that is critical for developing new technologies for 
military use. The mission of NPS and the characteristics of the student body 
present the administration and faculty with a challenge. The response to 
this challenge has led NPS to develop a unique sec of capabilities. 
Characteristics of the Students 
The students at NPS are highly mtivated and, in addition to previous 
acaciemic achievements, have demonstrated success in their militarv career. 
Host of the officer-students are not preoared to i.mnediately be2in graduate 
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studies "'1en tr.hey enter NFS. Unlike graduate students ,1c other universities, 
most have been c:Mav Eran formal studies for fran 5 to 15 years. Many ,1.re 
scudyin~ in fields that are different fran their undergraduate major. 
Consequently, a desiPJ1ed initial course of study is necessary to quickly 
prepare them for the pace and intensity of graduate studies and to eliminate 
any deficiencies in their background or preparation. The NPS rurricula are 
designed to bring the students <1uickl? to the point where they are cannetitive 
with graduate students at other universities. 
An important part of the NPS P..xoerience is to have students v.0rk at the 
same pace and with the same intensity (and unfortunately with the same 
stresses) as graduate students elsewhere. This is necessarv to minimize their 
time at tWS, to reduce costs, and to get them baci< quickl? into ooerational 
jobs. Bue the ms t i~rtant reason is to have chem •lxperiencP. the oace and 
•~xciternent of science and technology. Thev ;.USC keen up ,,Ii.ch the hest minds 
in our society and comuece with the best ~inds of oor ?()tencial adversaries; 
the experience can not be at 3/4 speed or even 9/10 speed. 
There is another special characteristic of the ~IPS students: they are 
on a fixed time schedule at NPS. They do not have the luxurv of civilian 
students at other universities to extend their ti~e in school in order co 
allow additional time to master the classroan ~rk or to complete an ambitious 
research project. 
Necessitv for granting <leerees 
In addition to heing awarded primary subspecialty codes (P-codes) in the 
various curricula, rrost students also receive a <legree (most a Master's 
degree, a few an Fngineer degree, and a few FbDs). The ability of this 
institution to offer de~rees is verv important for several reasons. First, 
NPS is constantly vigilant to keep the content and quality of its degree 
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pro~r.,ms ccmoarabt~ with other universities. It is imoortant to the officer 
(who has little or no direct knowledge of ~raduate programs else\-Jhere) to know 
that the de~ree that is earned will allow him or her to compete as an ~ual 
with engineers at a canpany, scientists at a laboratory, officers across the 
table at inteITiational negotiations, or ultimately officers across the 
battlefield. Second, the intensity and very long hours of a fast-paced 
grnduate program need to be rewarded with a credential that is recognized 
throu$out the society as a mark of intellectual accomplishment. 
Special challenges of ooerational topics 
In addition to education in the standard areas of advanced education, the 
NPS curricula contain tooics related to operational :ireas within the Navy. 
Integrating this :"1aterial into the ~Jrricula oresents sane unique 
ciifficulties. There are few oooks, classrocr.i materials or journals in the 
operational areas. There is no aoporttmity for faculty to receive formal 
education in these areas; the faculty who ~rk in these areas have degrees in 
starldard acadE!Dic topics; they rrust develop expertise through self-study and 
work experiences. 
Toe interdisciplinary operational curricula (Space Ops, ftSw, al, c3) face 
some additional problt:?ms. Each operational curriculum is supported by an 
interdisciplinary Acade~ic Grouo composed of faculty with degrees in ooe of 
the underlying disciplines. In addition to faculty with a'Cpertise in limited 
aspects of the operational areas, the Groups f'!USt have faculty with a broad 
understanding of the probl~s sufficient to conduct research, guide thesis 
students and teach capstone courses. Toe students ITUSt be able to pursue 
classroan studies and thesis research at the cutting-edge of the technologies 
in these areas and to continue their studies and independent intellectual 
p,rowth after they graduate. 
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Constraints ori the School .1 
There are characteristics of the faculty that impact <:11 achieving the 
School's t.~ucational objectives. The faculty receive their formal ~cation 
in the standard disciplines at a variety of other universities. There are no 
educational progr~ns at other universities that corresoond tNcn approximately 
to the School's operational curriculd. As a single. relatively small 
institution that rloes not Rrnduate :my students to become university 
professors, :'1PS has virtually no influence en the formal education of the 
fa.culty that takes olace at other t.D1iversities. In addition, the School nust 
canoete with other institutilms to recruit faculty. The school's ability to 
provide conl!)arable pay and r..orking conditions has a significant influence oo 
its success in ~ttracting rutstanding people. 
Additionally, the facultv are responsible for their <Ml1 continuing 
cciucation and professional develoor,enc. In rrost areas of expertise, the 
School has only one or t'.-1() faculty r.leffibers. The critical inter.:ictions wit:i 
other people ~rking a, similar probl~ are generally with people external to 
NPS at !la~ activities, research laboratories :md other t.D1iversities. 
Although the excent and diversity of these personal contacts are $lCh that the 
School can do little to directly supoort theM, indirect support in such things 
as a· good research library, travel for faculty, and distinguished visitors to 
campus is very important to maintain and enhance the intell~ctual vitality and 
relevance of the faculty. Also the pay, pranotion and tenure standards and 
procedures are critical to retaining and rewarding the faculty vJho maintain 
and improve their ability to contribute to the School's mission. 
Teaching as a COO'ITlon focus nnd shared resoonsibilitv 
A commn internal focus of the faculty is that they all teach and further. 
that they teach the same students. The curricula, the classes, the thesis 
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' support, the rut-of-class contact with students is the responsibilitv of the 
faculty as a whole. This is an arer.1 \J"lere the standards and aspirations come 
£ran within the School. Every 1.11iversity has a different student body and 
hence sanewhat rlifferent ohjectives, rut because of the characteristics 
discussed above, the student bociy at NPS presents the faculty with unique 
challenges and unique r€\olards. There are s001e strong external influences such 
as the availability of lxx>ks and classroan material, standard curricula, and 
accreditation carmittees, rue ultimately, each institution directly (or 
indirectly by default) establishes the standards of achievement and the 
expectations of excellence for its a.ni programs. In this regard, it is clear 
that each nember of the faculty f!l.lSt continue to strive personally for 
excellence and to expect the same of cur students. Further, the faculty share 
responsibility to insure th.at these high ideals are ~chieved. 
The faculty provide the students with a window on the outside ~rld of 
universities, scholarship anci research. :-tost of the junior officers have not 
had jobs tvhere they have ~rked with civilians who have advanced education. 
As they advance in their careers, they will have increased opportunities to 
work with people with advanced education who ~rk for contractors, in research 
laboratories and in universities. NPS is a controlled environment \Jlere the 
students can gain e.xperience whil~ they ~rk with faculty and fellow students 
on challenging topics. The faculty should set a professional example for them 
to enulate as they advance in their careers. 
The Research Process in a Graduate School 
A najor objective of all formal education is for the student to p.,ain the 
ability to learn independently of the teacher so that leamin~ can be 
sustainerl chrouP,hout the student's life. At the graduate level, an c-1dditional 
objective is introduced: to develop L'1 the student the ability to study, to 
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analyze and, eventually, to create in his or her fie ~~J of study. The result 
of the creative process differs Eran field to field; it can he a clearer 
understandinp, of a natural phenanenon, a design of a device, an interpretation 
of an historical event, or a theory of the social, economic or political 
consequences of policy actions. In all cases, this represents research in the 
field and in a graduate school the r:iastery of the research process transcends 
and daninates the learning of facts. 
The rol~ of the professor is critical because the process of research is 
shown by example. The student sees the way the professor deals with data, 
with ideas, with experiments and ·..nth problems. The student can learn the 
knowledP,e of the field on his CMt1 or with a teacher, rut it is ml:, from a 
professor actively engaged in research that the scu<lent can see ~~e 
intellectual skills needed to scud:, and anal?ze the field .:-.iild to create new 
knowledge. The mastery of ~~ese skills requires years of conccnt~~ted effort 
by the faculty; in graduate school ~~e student initially ~rks with the 
prbfessors to gain knowledge and to read and study the research efforts of 
others. The thesis. is a major opportunity to participate in research under 
the- supervision of a researcher with experience and expertise in the area. 
The faculty of a Rt"aduate school rust he actively engaged in research. 
Even in the classroom, it is ~~e researcher's perspective not the teacher's 
knowledge that is rost imoortant. The professor's discussion of hooks, 
papers, ideas of other researchers and views e.'Cpressed by the students shows 
the results of the personal analysis of the materials of the subject. In 
thesis supervision, it is the process of approaching problems, studving 
alternatives, and analyzing results that is the main contribution of the 
researcher to the student coll~ague. 
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Sh..-:ired vis ion 
The policies, procedures, and expectations form a shared vision of the 
institution held by the School's faculty and administrators. Although largely 
intan~ible, this shared vision of the educational programs is perhaps the 
single nnst important element of an academic institution. This shared sense 
of responsibility to students. <ledication to the defense of our country, and 
corrrnitrnent to excellence fuse the diverse elements of the School together into 
a cohesive unit. This shared sense of responsibility is the institutional 
~uivalent of character in an individual. For an individual, character is not 
just the sum of the disparate actions of ooe' s life. So with an institution, 
the shared sense of responsibility transcends the institution's policies and 
procedures. 
In the education of the ::PS officer-students, there is no substitute for 
excellence. The officer t-Jho represents the rlavy' s expertise in these 
technolo~ies IT1.1St '-'Ork at the level of the best technical minds in rur 
companies, research laboratories, and universities (and in the planes, labs, 
and universities of oor potential adversaries). Because there is no second 
place in a jet fighter encounter, no cl'ward for the second rose quiet 
submarine, and no security in a strategic defense that almost ~.x>rks, NPS rrust 
he the best. 
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:J. NPS INVOLVr:-11:l-tr w rn lliE DE:PARTI•~rr OF U{E :'AW . ~ 
Background 
The Naval Postgraduate School ccmtributes to the Deparonent of the Navy by 
providing post-baccalaureate degree and non-deP,ree progr.Jms in a variet:, of 
sul:r specialty areas not available through other educational institutions. 
Additionally, this institution supports the ~part:!lent of the Navy through 
continuing programs of high-level naval and maritime research and through the 
ffl;lintenance of an expert faculty capable of ~rking in, or as advisors to, 
operational comnands, laboratories, systens comnands, and headquarters 
activities of the ~lavy and :•1arine Corps. 
Research and teaching ~t :!PS should, to the ~tent it is practical, focus 
on and reflect the context and concerns of the fb~l. Faculty at :ws have a 
more difficult task than do faculty at other institutions hecause :IFS faculty 
me~bers riusc be e,cpercs in their disciplines .:md be very 1-:nowledgeable aoouc 
the ix>N. The faculty selection and reward syste.'llS at :ws must therefore 
& 
sunport the develoP'1ent of a faculty having both academic ;md naval 
expertise. 
SF.C~V Instruction 1524.2 specifies that the NPS facul:y evaluation systen 
for pay, pranotion and tenure should reflect equal enphasis on: the quality 
of teaching, faculty contributions to knowl~dge and the active application of 
that knowledge to the mission of the Navy and the Marine Corps. As discussed 
later in this report, the Comnittee believes that the roost effective way to 
satisfy this direction is for the faculty to meet two criteria in their 
professional activities: (a) internal contributions in the foLlll of teaching, 
thesis supervising an<l service to ilPS, and (b) external contributions in the 
professional cormrunity, r:o:UDoD, or both. Furthermore, the evaluation of 
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· tht!Se contributions rrust be based oo high standards of r,ertorm.1nc~. How this 
will he done wi 11 he discussed lacer. 
Three important external contributions are: 
1 • Professional contributions to knowledge 
(a) publications in refereed journals 
(b) technical reports (classified or unclassified) and other non-
refereed written "'°rk 
2. Membership oo [x)tl/fuD/Professional Society carmittees. panels,, review 
·groups, etc. 
3. <:onsulting for tlaw/Joint staffs. laboratories, systems ccmna.nds, and. 
operational coomands. 
The scope of activities across all depart!'!'lents at NPS is broad~ but the 
cooroon requirement for a faculty nenber is that he/she make~ contributions 
to his/her professional field. These contributions may he variously described 
as scholarly research, academic research, basic research, ~pplied research, 
new solutions to existing problems, design innovations. technique development, 
etc. In this report, for sir.mlicity, we will use the single term "research" 
to represent any of these types of activities. 
Problems 
What activities do the ~rPS faculty perceive are rewarded in the pay,. 
promotion, and tenure (PPI') process? Toe results of the recent Faculty 
Cotmcil survey of the faculty [2] inJic~te that 93% of the nearly 130 
respondents think that ~blications and research are \.Jeighted to a 
considerable or a verv great degree in the PPI' process. In stark contrast, 
only 17% of the respondents think contributions to the mission of the Navy and 
Marine C:Orps are \veighted to a considerable or very ,great degree in the- PP't 
process. Only 15% of the respondents think involvement in operational 
curricula is rewarded to a considerable or great degree. Additionally, only 
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. 
29% of the respondents think research in areas of current operational concerns 
is encouraged and supported to a considerable or very P,reat degree. Finally, 
only about 32% of the respondents think consulting with CbN organizations is 
encouraged and supported to a considerable or very great degree. So, Wlile 
SFDlAV Instruction 1524.2 states, "Faculty at the NPS shall be fully canpetent 
in their areas of academic expertise, and they shall also be able to apply 
their expertise in support of the naval services," the respondents to the 
Faculty Council survey indicate that a distinct minority of then think 
involvement with the Departr.ient of the Navy is rewarded to a considerable or 
very great ciegree by tJPS. As a rMtter of fact, the respondents' answers 
sue,gest that they G~ink refereed publications are necessarv and sufficient for ·-
success in the ::PS P?r process. 
The umnittee met with individual deoaronents and groups of faculty. 
Provided below are some representative C011'1Tlents gathered ciuring our !'1eetings. 
"Profs don't know ooerational context of students," 
· interview with faculty member 
"Faculty avoid involvement with operational curricula and 
general student background because it is not rewarded," 
interview with faculty member 
"Mechanisms for facultv to interact with rest of Navy are 
definitely needed," · 
faculty open m:!eting, 28 Oct 86 
"KnCM ledge of fx>N takes time to develop in faculty, " 
interview with faculty menber 
"There is no conflict between good quality research and contribution to 
DoN. MIT, for e.xamole, does trueh applied ~rk yet it is a tvell-regarded 
universitv. Qualicv for research rests on the individual. {x)D and I:.b.~ 
are very hig •. There is interest in every kind of research. It is just a 
matter of finding the people ~o are interested in your oork. DoN 
interest will follow hi~h quality research. Don't need to comoromise 
standards or change your research interests to find people within CbN to 
soonsor vour t..nrk. You should be interested in L'otl and in the things 
that your students do." 
interview with CS Deoc & c3 Group Chair 
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'"Applied ~rk is harder than theoretical because it requires 
experience." 
inteiview with ECE, Oceanog·raphy & Math Depts 
. . 
To implement the nerw SEalAV Instruction, "\Jlat counts" in the PPr ~stem 
must be broadened to recognize a wide variety of activities, and the faculty 
must believe that active involvenent with tbN and excellence in teaching 
are valued as nuch as are traditional academic publications. 
There is a need to anphasize IbN relevance in instruction. Students in 
all disciplines want and need [bN/1})D examples to help them in relati~ theory· 
to its current and potential applications. There is also a paucity of 
resources devoted to instruction. Making courses roore relevant requires ITl.lch 
more instructor time than usin~ standard, off-the-shelf materials designed for 
use at non-Navy ~aduate institutions. A vibrant program of lbt1-relevant 
guest soeakers for a curriculum or deoartment also requires resources. 
In rlisciplines where CbN/DoD research activity is limited, other aspects 
of ~raduate instruction suffer. [x)N/DoD research provides relevant thesis 
i 
problens and data sets, and the research activity of faculty on these problems 
is critical for relevant sponsor-directed and application courses where 
traditional theory is applied. All disciplines need a spectnJm of research 
activity to ensure a broad base of excellence at NPS. 
The NPS faculty represent an enorroous pool of consulting expertise 
available to tbN. The Coomittee believes that the faculty and NPS gain as 
much frOM such service as does the rest of lhN. We believe consulting with 
DoN translates into better research and teaching. Additionally, such 
consulting is ooe of the best ways of advertising NPS. Consulting-type 
relationships between faculty and tbN need to be facilitated and rewarded by 
NPS. the recent Facultv C.Ouncil survey of the faculty revealed that only 32~ 
of the respondents thought that consulting with Navy orgainzations was 
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encouraged and supported by NPS to a cons iderabl~ or v~ry great degree. 
Clearly, perceptions (and reality) concerning the value of faculty consultin~ 
with the rest of tbN need to be changed. 
There is a need for an en-going program of experience tours with Navy and 
Marine Corps activities. SECuW Instruction 1524.2 states that there shall be 
continuing, hiP)l- level interaction between NPS faculty ;.md rbtl oq~anizations. 
Additionall:,, it states that fbtl organizations shall cooperate with rws to 
provide experience tours in their organizations for rws faculty. These 
experience tours can increase the effectiveness of both instruction and 
research. Instruction will be improved because of the readv availability of 
relevant examples of rb~l activities. Research will hecome rore useful to fbN 
since the researd1er is exposed to rtctual fb:-1 ,rohle!Tls heing v.0rked hy r:he 
organization which is visited. 
Recomnenrlations 
1. m>s should establish a !"'andatorv ~rogr.1m of facultv orientation and 
inror.nation oo r.n:J. Familiarization tours, sucn as shb ana base 
visits, are verv useful, b.1t ~~e facultv need sane initial, basic 
infonnation on CoN before they can usefullv proiit from such tours. 
This basic information can be provided by the Superintendent's lecture 
series and by the courses in strategy, warfare, organization, and 
historv called for in SECNAV Instruction 1524.2. Although these 
familiarization tours mav reouire rescheduling of classes bv 
particioating faculty, this should be reco?J)ized as a minor- oroblem by 
<leoarcnent chair.nen, deans, etc. Once bevond shio visits and the 
like, DJN information tends to be specific to individual rleoarcnencs, 
curricula, disciplines, and sponsors. Hence, the best mechanism to 
initiate action fran NPS may be for academic associates or department 
chair.nen to lead c~e interaction by inviting to ~bncerey important 
leaders to begin the process. Return visits by NPS faculty, however, 
nrust be suoported by NPS resources. The information exchange provided 
by this process will make teaching clnd research both mre relevant to 
DoN and r.nre effective for the students. 
2. NPS should rrake a place within the permanent facultv for non-
traditional and lo~J-oriented individuals. The type or inctividuals 
envisioned here are those people, regaraless of background, ~..iho are 
making significant contrihutions to a bo<lv of cesearch which 
intersects the interests of !:bN as i:.vell rtS ~IPS. These indivilh.ials, 
perhaps fonner military officers or senior executives, or those 1.-Jho 
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3. 
have ,niciue experience in ,.1 Navy laboratory or- with a tbn oontr:1ctor, 
can of(er rruch to NPS involvement with [bN. Prior military t?Xperience 
should be looked upon as a plus in hiring decisions. 
NPS should activelv recruit visitors fran DoN/DoD or~anizations :md 
should activelv su rt tacultv leaves to these or anizations. Types 
an examp es o sue organ1zac1ons are ratones ~ · ( ina 
Lake), systems ccmnands (NAVAIR), and federal contract research 
centers (CNA, Rand). Visiting teaching faculty with detailed exper-
ience in relevant fields can be used in nur:1erous courses. In earlier 
courses, they can help students to see how the P,eneral concepts 
introduced in those courses are applied to actual D::,N/DoD problems. 
In later courses, they C3!l show students the details of ongoing 
research areas. In addition to making courses rrore relevant for . 
students, these efforts can facilitate contacts be~~een iIPS facultv 
and [k)N activities. Visiting research faculty may be use<i in two · 
ways. They may be used to au~ent NFS permanent faculty in oo~oing, 
well-defined research areas, or they may be used to explore research 
areas in which tfPS mav desire to evaluate the potential of beginnim~ a 
long- term program. The interaction between tlPS faculty returning fran 
leaves and visitors Eran [X)N activities can create a dynamic 
environment in which rlaw phenanena Me explored at :111 levels. It 
should be noted that, although deoartment chairrnen and academic 
associates cm facilitate faculty exchan?,es, administrative ~1ooort as 
well as resources is re<iuire<l. Suooort '.:'.echanisms are needed because, 
currentlv, such arranP,enents are leit to the initiative of individual 
faculty inembers. Additionally, the hurden of financing these 
exchan~es cannot always fail on the organizations receiving :WS 
faculty or send in~ ,1ersonnel co ::PS, :is it has under current 
arrangenents. 
NPS should establish a facultv travel and assignment off ice that can 
assist tacultv in cravei olans to tacilitace taculcv travel and exoer-
ience tours. NPS ITl.lSt tactlicace tacultv travel and e.xperience tours. 
A travel orfice could provide a tremendo~ incentive to the faculty. 
The quality of leadership and staffing L~ this office will be crucial. 
The office should err in the direction of doing too much for the prer 
fessor, bein?, too rrurturing, too thorou$, etc. The office must help 
the NPS professor who is out of town to take cai:-e of :,ws' s end of his/ 
her payroll and travel business. Given the exhortations of SEQ!AV 
Instruction 1524.2, this office should be seen to be as imoortant 
as the research administration office, and staffed accordinglv. 
The facultv travel and assignment office should also be able to help 
the professor i<lth at least advice concerning his/her living and other 
arrangements at the location of a detail, e.g., Norfolk or Pearl 
Harbor. Sane will think this too paternalistic; those \vho have been 
on such details will not. We TTUSt minimize the vicissitudes of travel 
and assignments ~ay from hane. 
The current system of PSD off ices in the Navy should he taken as a 
given, at least for the near tern. The NPS faculty travel office will 
need to do rruch of its business through the PSD. However, ~ereas PSD 
appears to represent itself as .-m adversary to the trave1€r, the 
faculty travel office rrust treat the professor as its responsibility 
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,ind as its dlerish,?ti ~ustaner. At ,·1 1n1ntmun, the ~!PS faculty mrn,ber, 
particuldrly a,e who is on assignment a.1ay fran ~bnterev, needs an 
advocate in ~terev '-'Jho can deal with pay probl~, PSD, the 
Canotroller's office, ~tc. The advocates in the travel ;u,d assignment 
office can ace in assistance to deparonent chairmen or other 
administrators \vho try to help faculty. Personnel in the faculty 
travel and assignment office, however, will in short order have 
~reater experience with JrR cmd relevant parts of "the system" than 
will professors, deoaronent chairmen or other administrators. Such an 
office will also be knowledgeable in the rrost economical ,1nd least 
time-consuming travel arrangenents, thereby saving not ooly goverrunent 
funds b1t also faculty travel time. This office \o.O\.lld also educate 
faculty a, the latest and roost important travel regulations pertaining 
to their particular circumstances. 
Having taken the organizational steps to support faculty travel and 
assignments, NPS muse YeOrk to assist faculty in finding funding and 
locations for experience tours an<l other sorts of assiP,nIT1ents. 
Proposals for research funding should, when appropriate, requ.est ftmds 
for faculty travel and rletails to ll:>N operational ccmnands, 
headquarters, etc. 
5. Ageressive use should he ·,ade 0f the ~:PS r1lunni ner:wod: hv administra-
tion, chair.en :met ~3cultv. Contact ·,;ic:-1 aiur:,ni is :m L11oorc.:inc key 
to rb~l support. The n)re successful curricuL.1 maintain ,111 active 
dialogue hecween :ws ( facult'I cmci chair..an) and their graduates. This 
feedback provides ibtJ research ooporcunities and valuable D::>N examples 
for instruction cl!ld tmcovers problen areas within the 01rricula. 
Methods to utilize alumni include tracking graduates through future 
assignments, using newsletters to alLrTI11i for curricula feeriback, anrl 
using polls for assessing strong and weak instructional areas. This 
activity might be focussed through an r·WS Alt.rnni office. 
6. Research involvement •.vi.th Tk>rJ should be strenS?thene<l in ~WS 
disciolines ~..ihere it is li~iced. Eacn deoar011ent snould have vigorous 
research accivicv directed toward IhN needs. Methods to enhance ll:>t~ 
research include~ 
(1) Recruitment of new faculty with ll:>N interests and concerns. 
(2) Priority funding fran the Research Council for quality 
proposals directed toward l:bN problems for both new faculty 
and current faculty who wish to m:xiify their research thrusts. 
(3) Organization of rrore research groups in applied :1reas. An 
excellent example of such a successful group is the Environ-
mental Phvsics Grouo within the Deparonencs of Phvsics and 
Meteoroloey. The school should foster more of these groups to 
achieve excellence in lbtJ research in critical problem areas. 
Concluding Cormlents 
SEC!AV Instruction 1524.2 directs :ws faculty members to be involved 
actively with l})N. This requirement nust be kept in mind as new faculty are 
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hi:red. ln addition, the PPT system r.ust reward active involvenent through 
consulting, advising, and "-Orking in [x)N headquarters, operational coornands, 
etc. Finally, NPS's finances TI1.JSt be robust and flexible enou$ to foster the 
desired faculty activities. 
It is irnportant to note that in many rlepartments, the deep involvenent 
with D:>N called for by SEQIAV Instruction 1524.2 already exists. Many faculty 
have a continuous and strong invoh,rnent ~th CbN though research projects, 
cOM11ittee and consulting service. The faculty is proud of its past 
contributions to DoN. The recorrmendations of this report will hopefully 
further strengthen IbN service, ooe of the unique aspects of a vital NPS. 
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4. FAClJLTI ALilVITIES 
Background 
Faculty activities are usually grouped into three traditional categories: 
teaching, research or other creative activity, and service. In the Quality of 
F.ngineering Education Project [3], soonsored by the American Society for 
Engineering F..ducation, the Task Force report oo Preparation for the Teaching 
of Fngineering notes "that different educational institutions will differ in 
their relative anphasis oo these activities, but that teaching is a special 
kind of function that distinguishes a university or college fran, say, a 
research institute. A frequently heard criticism of universities is that they 
ne~lect teaching in favor of research. Toe Task Force eTiphasizes that 
teaching is a primary function of a university or colleP,e, ,:md that effective 
teaching should be an essential criterion for appoint:':'lent or advancement". 
Instruction of students is fundar.1ental to the mission of ~WS. The 
relevance and currencv of the courses, the student thesis projects, and the 
academic standards maintained for judging the _level of the students' work are 
the individual and collective resoonsibility of the faculty. Because we are a 
graduate institution, it is essential that t-Je also maintain a vigorous 
research program. It is ~uall? essential that since we serve IbN, that 
faculty expertise and creative activity be utilized to support IbN tvherever 
and \.Jhenever possible. 
We believe the internal focus of a faculty member's activities at NPS ITUSt 
he devoted to the education of rur students. Our profession is first and 
foremost higher education. We are the principal actors in this process at 
NPS, a process which includes developing course material and lectures, testing 
and developing new techniques for instruction, searching for new tocks, and 
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d~si~inP, probl~.JfflS, examinations, ~ssay topics, an<l class projeccs. It 
includt?s rootivating students to learn things through classroan presentations 
" and office consultations. The faculty play an especially significant role in 
in helping a student select a thesis topic and in guiding the student through 
his or her research. Faculty also have the front line responsibility for 
maintaining high acadanic standards appropriate to their individual academic 
fields. 
The students at ~IPS present a unique challenge to the faculty. They are 
dedicated, harct...orking, and honest. Cheating, skipping class, and not 
comoleting assignments are infrequent problems at NPS. On the other hand, the 
academic entrance requirements to rIPS are la..ier than at other graduate 
schools, since many students cCF1e here to pursue ~aduate ~rk in a field 
ocher than that in •..tlich thev hold their baccalaureate degree. 
The Ph.D. progra.11 at :JPS, thoup,h deemed excellent in quality, is very 
small in numbers. Sane depart::1ents have no Ph.D. students. Many graduate 
fewer t.11.an ooe per year. Therefore, the instructional program at NPS, as far 
I 
as rros t faculty are concerned, is at the Master's leve 1. This is a 
significant factor toch when selecting classroan material and thesis topics. 
Considering the nature of our students and their educational goal of preparing 
for future Naw assignments, we believe that a wide varietv of creative 
activities is appropriate for rur faculty. This view is supported by the ASEE 
Task Force report [ 3 J • 
Problems 
Some problems either exist or are perceived to exist hy the facultv that 
could interfere with the continued maintenance of a quality instructional 
program at NPS. The primary source of these problems stems fran the belief 
that contributions to the instructional progr;un of the school above a 
"threshold level" are not rewarded: 
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"For sane ·time, I have sensed :.llOOng manv of mv colleagues a 
perceotion that, so long as me did not· do a poor job of teachinR, 
quality of teaching did not reall~ count. Maybe this is accept-
able, if the threshold is sufficiently high. Certainlv, pre-
paration of an outstanding lecture does take time and could cut 
into time available for other duties, such as research" 
faculty nanber's written comnent 
Most faculty ~t NPS dean th(3Tlselves to be good teachers. Ha.iever, bein~ a 
good teacher and contributing to the improvement of the instructional proP,ram 
are two different things. It is qelieved that extra efforts expended in 
makin~ courses rrore relevant with [k)N examples, in exploring new and better 
books, in trying out new teaching methods, in tutoring marginal or struggling 
students, in guiding and encouragin?, c~e outstanding students, in coordinating 
courses in the curriculum so that they flow smoothly and build loP,ically a, 
previous v-X)rk, in second reading of cheses, in advisin?, students in ~~eses of 
a student's interest not related to ~~e facu~~/ menher's research, ;md to sane 
extent in advising students in Ma.seer's level '...ork are ~11 activities c~ac lie 
above the "threshold". Furchet;00re, there is a general perception among the 
fatuity that tv0rk in the operational ~reas, as compared with ~rk L'1 the 
traditional disciplines, will not receive adequate t.Jeight in promotion and 
tenure decisions. 
It is believed that ·..Jhen a faculty member's instructional activities place 
him above ~~e threshold, then the reward system, and hence the institutional 
incentive, is based on his "ocher creative activities". In the current 
system, evaluation of performance in this area is almost totally decer.,ined by 
publication of refereed articles and by acknowledgment from his peers in 
acade!"lia of the value of these contributions. Because the "scholars" with 
whom he competes and by \.horn he is being judged are either at ?,raJuace schools 
with large Ph.D. programs, at research laboratories or in think-tanks (e.g., 
Brookings, Rand, etc.), he is littl~ benefitted bv engaging in activity that 
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, i.mpt-oves the qualitv and relevance to llJl'l of the Master's-level-oriented 
program at NPS. A few representative quotes fran the facul~y help make. our:_.-
point: 
"In teachin~ evaluation, the administration is aily interested in ! ~. 
weeding out the bad apples". 
interview with faculty member 
"If his SOFs are OK, _then my advice to a new faculty member is to ·: 
go into his office, shut the door, and write, write, write". 
interview with faculty member -
It is important to distinguish between "institutional incentives (or · ... 
disincentives)" and "peer or professional incentives". The recent Faculty · ·· 
Council survey (2) shows that a strong majority of the respondents (over 60%) · 
feel that the institution does not regard teaching as important as research, -.-· 
whereas a similar stron~ majority feel that their departnental colleagues are · 
corrrnitted to excellence in teachinP.. We believe that the ~JPS faculty are 
dedicated to excellence in the classroom and in providing a quality learning 
enviroment for the students. We believe that the current PPT process 
ccncentrates en ''weeding out the bad apples", and there is little incentive 
for others to improve instruction. 
Evaluation of faculty performance in the instructional process is central ·:~.:. 
to controlling the quality of our educational program. Furthermore, facultr ·. ·· 
who are exceptional in this area should be rewarded in the PPr process. .The 
departJnent chair.nen and administration now use primarily the Student Opinion , . 
Forms (SOFs) for this evaluation. As feedback fran students in a class to 
their instructor. the SOFs serve a useful function for \J1ich they lvere · ... 
originally introduced. However, in our opinion, they are an improper ;, · 
mechanism for evaluation of instruction by the administration, especially if _: 
they represent the~ form of evaluation. 
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Student ratings are utilized wi.dt?ly across the country for thrl!e purposes: 
to improve teaching, for personnel decisions, and to facilitate student choice 
of courses :md instructors [ 4]. Only the first two purposes are relevant at 
NPS. Most of the problt311s with student ratings have been discussed for sane 
time and are well known. For examole, studies have shown that student ratings 
can he influenced by class size, subject matter, and whether a course is 
required or ;n, elective [ 4]. Student ratings are very useful to evaluate 
attitudinal and mtivational goals, rut do not measure the appropriateness of 
course content, the course goals or level of achievement. Nor do they ~asure 
activities (such as course planning) outside of the classrocm. For these 
reasons, it is essential that an instructional evaluation system include peer 
review. 
The principal ?roblem wit~ SOFs that we have uncovered is c~t the 
faculty believe that they represent ~~e sole ~ans by which a faculty 
mer.1ber's instructional contribution is evaluated. This belief is widespread 
and deeply held despite repeated assertions by the administration C~t they 
are not the only thin~ considered during the PPr process. The SOF scores 
automatically produce a numerical ranking. With the exception of DRMEC, there 
is apparently little or no peer input used in instructional evaluation, and 
there is no independent evaluation of what the students have learned. In 
spite of sane past studies shatJing little correlation between grades awarded 
anci SOF scores, roost experienced faculty believe that they can "manipulate the 
SOFs" based oo how much they ask the students to do and how P1UCh they spoon 
feed them. Some faculty believe that the SOFs, as rurrently being used, may 
constitute an invasion of privacy. Others believe that the SOFs can provi<le 
an irrrnediate, beneficial feedback to a faculty rnernber regarding his or her 
classroan instructional techniques. 
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We believe that SOF scores establish de facto the ."threshold. level' .'_ of : 
performance a faculty nenb~r nust exceed before he .can, . i.f .so inclined, . ignore 
further contributions toward the betterment of the NPS instructional program.. 
and concentrate solely oo other activities. _ The problem is that : the SOF.s are _ 
a relatively inexpensive evaluation tool. There is no effort required by· the _ 
faculty or the administration to obtain this data. AlL other means . of . 
evaluation that will be discussed will require additional resources in terms ._, 
of faculty time (money) and administrative time .(support staff: rooney and ... 
billets). Nevertheless, this issue is considered so important that _ we will .. 
reconmend that additional resources nust be made available in order to · 
maintain the "unifonnly excellent program" directed by SEC'lAV Instn1ction 
1524.2. 
The quality of student thesis research and student thesis reports at ~n>S 
is a matter of sane concern. As mentioned previously, there is an 
institutional disincentive for faculty to become involved with so.tdenc thesis 
work unless they can ~et the student to do saneching that will . help then :witn · 
their research. This is, of course, the roold in other graduate schools : aftec 
which we -encourage our faculty to pattern their contributions. However, .. that.... 
mold is created by Ph.D. students for the rost pare. Many Master's programs 
at other schools either have no thesis requirement or the option of taking ·.~ 
more graduate classes in place of a thesis. At NPS, the thesis . report is _ 
mandatory · in all curricula. Thus, \tJOrking with students oo. an operational _ 
problem that they have e1cotmtered during a previous tourr ~rkin~ · oo · a . 
project that will just help reinforce and bring together thin~s they have 
learned in a number of courses, or studying the implications of a nE!'N Navy· · 
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requirCfllt?nt are all marginal as far ,18 ;1 faculty member's advancement is 
concerned. 
Do these projects get done and if so, how? Many faculty are at NPS 
because they sincerely wane to contribute directly to the enhancement of the 
Navy and lx)O. They find these kinds of real \«-Orld problems challenging and an 
opportunity to apply their hard learned expertise. They also enjoy teaching 
and treat the relationship they have with their thesis students as an 
opportunity to teach in a way ~~c is different and frequently rore effective 
than in the classroan (we will return to this point later). However, we 
believe that, although there are many examples of fine Master's t'1eses both of 
the "research faculty generated'' type and of the "student problem generated" 
type, the range of quality of t~esis reports is extreme even within individual 
deoaroents and some t'1eses are being approved that do not meet acceptable 
standards. There is concern in the administration about this problem ,3nd 
there is considerable, althou_gh not ~despread, concern among the faculty. 
There is considerable feeling among the faculty that~ lack of resources 
at NPS is responsihle for a degradation in the quality of the instru~tional 
program. ~st freouencly mentioned are the increasing class sizes and the 
lack of adequate support staff throughout the school. This lack of suoport 
staff includes the adITliniscration, the support depart:!Tlents and the suoporc 
personnel within the academic deparonents. Although there is sane evidence to 
support these feelings, we find bright spots in the NPS support picture, too. 
For example, our teaching loads and class sizes are not particularly large 
when canpared to other schools. Another bright spot is the new rIUlti-year, 
multi-million dollar inscr~ctional laboratory improvement progr.1m which has 
helped keep rur laboratory facilities co the cutting edge. (A challenge, in 
fact, exists now for the faculty to devote sufficient time to assimilate this 
new equipment into their courses.) In addition, many of the curriculum 
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. sponsprs provide travel support for student experience tours -1t laboratories, 
systems coomands and operational units • 
. Class size is cnly one indicator of adequate instructional resources. ·At 
present, resources for course and curriculun development are oot adequate. 
The IRan of Educational DeveloEXTient position has been eliminated, and when it 
-existed, it was underfunded so that essentially no help was available for the 
small curricular groups in the departments that tlllSt actually institute the 
revisions that ilre always required to keep material current. Furtherroore, 
development of new instructional ~thods, other than lectures, that will help 
students improve their learning efficiencies has received very little support. 
One could argue that because of its unique charter, NPS should be a leader in 
exoerL,ienting with new instructional approaches. At the present time, the 
budget is designed to pay ool:, for sections taught in the traditional ·A1ay; in 
fact, it rewards classes taught with a r.iaximtml number of lecture hours. 
The lack of resoonsive support staff ~call levels is forcing the 
individual faculty menber to undertake many administrative tasks for Ylich he 
a 
is ill trained but personally roocivaced. Travel arran~ements, classnote and 
exam typing, and purchasing are all examples of activities upon \-nich faculty 
members are spending time inefficiently and ineffectively enough to becane 
fnistrated. If NPS is to be a first race institution, additional resources 
must be allocated to recruit and effectively or~anize support personnel .w,o 
are dedicated to supporting the faculty in carrying out the mission of NFS. 
Faculty have a variety of responsibilities including teaching, administra-
tion, research, thesis advisin~, and service to lx>N; these activities flow 
top,ether in the course of a \.Jeek or a dav. It is important that the faculty 
·tntegrate all these activities so that they reinforce ooe another. The 
penchant nf auditors to accotmt perfectly for every minute of a faculty 
member's time and to charge every one of those minutes to only cne activity, 
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(e.P,., a partlcular research account, or tcachinP,, or service to rx,rn, will, 
if left unchecked, th\.1art efforts to accanplish the school's mission. 
Closely related to the problans above is the relevancy of the courses and 
theses to Navy, Marine Corps or other service (or joint service) issues. The 
unique NPS charter is to relate our instruction to the real \.A'.Jrld via defense 
problens. In order to no this, faculty must have sane exoerience to <lraw 
upon. Although many faculty at ~WS have exoerience with lhD \..Ork, many do. 
not. But even the inexperience<l faculty member can research the relationship 
to the lbrl of the material he is teaching and make a specific point of 
bringin~ up tbN examples in his classes. Ha.1ever, this takes time ;md 
encouragement and positive results for those who make the effort. 
The interdisciplinar-1 ooerational curricula are ;in aspect of :;ps that 
makes it unique among educational i~stitutions. There are no other 
institutions offering academic nrogr3IT1S in such a broad ran?,e of [)JD-specific 
areas as Electronic Uarfare, Antisubmarine Uarfare, Space Systems Ooerations, 
or rAlm1and, Control and Coornunicacion. 
Universities have found it difficult to cio interdisciplinarJ programs 
well, and NPS is no exception. The challenge is at least two-fold: teaching 
and faculty development. Courses in interdisciplinary pro~rarns can be very 
difficult to teach well. The breadth of the curriculum tends to li~it the 
depth of any particular course. There may be no appropriate textbook, and the 
students might oot have had the ran~e of prerequisite courses desired by the 
instructor. In addition, the level of the course material might he such that 
the faculty member's research program is little aided by his course 
preparation efforts. It is not surprising that teachin?, in the operational 
curricula tends co be less than popular among many faculty ll81lbers. 
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\.Jhile the earlv courses in the operational curricula typically contain 
material fran a single academic discipline and are usually ~ by an .. exper.t _ 
in that discipline, · the higher-level and capstone courses are. .intended. ,to ; 
integrate material fran the entire curriculum and across sev.eral acade1dc~. 
disciplines. These. high- level courses are very important to a rurricul.l.ln' s ~ 
success. tJnfortunatel? they are also the roost difficult to teach well. These-
courses are intended to tie together a canplete program of study. The· 
instructor nust have a vision of the mtire curriculum plus the breadth of • 
lmowlerl~e and the teaching skills to convey that vision. When this et1:tttcal 
inte~ration function is not accomplished, or is left to the student, an 
otherwise excellent interdisciplinary program can reduce to a loosely related 
collection of r.ultidisciplinary courses. The typical successful academic 
researcher focuses oo a particular set of ideas or tools and does not 
generally develop excrene breadth. One of the key issues facing the 
operational curricula is that of developing broad, interdisciplinary experts 
who'can prepare and present these unifying courses. 
The Academic Grouos have been established to provide academic guidance, 
direction and leadership for the operational curricula. A n.imber of 
activities important to the success of the ooerational programs periodically 
require active support and involvement of selected members of the Academic 
Groups. At present, that support is often not forthcoming because there is 
inadequate reward and recoP,11ition for such faculty contributions .. . 
The Conrnittee believes that there are Ovo key requirements 'Which,_ if met~ 
will stren~then the operational curricula: 
1. Vigorous programs of research involving NPS faculty (permanent, 
visiting or adjunct) should be established in operational areas~ 
2. NPS faculty nust not be discouraged from participation in the 
operational programs. 
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(e.P,., a partlcular research account, or teaching, or service to lbU), will, 
if left unchecked, t:h\.1art efforts to accanplish the school's mission. 
Closely related to the problems above is the relevancy of the courses and 
theses to Navy, Marine C.Orps or other service (or joint service) issues. The 
unique NPS charter is to relate our instruction to the real \tJOrld via defense 
problems. In order to no this, faculty nust have sane exoerience to ciraw 
upon. Although many faculty at ~WS have exoerience with CbD \..Ork, many do. 
not. But even the inexperienced faculty member can research the relationship 
to the Ibrl of the material he is teaching and make a specific point of 
bringing up rhN examples in his classes. However, this takes time nnd 
encouragenent and positive results for those who make the effort. 
The interdisciplinary ooeracional curricula are ;m aspect of :ws that 
makes it unique among educational i~stitutions. There are no other 
institutions offering academic nrogr.JrnS in such a hroad range of fbD-soecific 
areas as Electronic Uarfare, Antisutxnarine Uarfare, Space Systems Ooerations, 
or f'°1JT1a11d, Control and <:amrunicacion. 
Universities have found it difficult to do interdisciplinary programs 
well, and NFS is no exception. The challenge is at least two-fold: teaching 
and faculty development. 
difficult to teach well. 
Courses in interdisciplinary pro~rarns can be very 
The hreadth of the curriculum tends to li~it the 
depth of any particular course. There r.iay be no appropriate textbook, and the 
students might rot have had the ran~e of prerequisite courses oesired by the 
instructor. In addition, the level of the course material" might he such that 
the faculty member's research program is little aided by his course 
preparation efforts. It is not surprising that teachin~ in the operational 
curricula tends to be less than popular among many faculty fllaTlbers. 
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¼hile the carlv courses in the oper.1tional curricula typically contain 
material fron a single academic <liscipli.ne and are usually taught by an .. expert . 
in that discipline, the hi~her- level and capstone courses are intended .to. 
inte~rate material fran the entire curriculum and across sev.eral acaderni.c: .. 
disciplines. These high- level courses are very important to a rurriculum • s _ 
success. IJnfortunatel:, they are also the rrost difficult. to teach well. · 'These-
courses are intended to tie together a canplete program of study. The· 
instructor rrust have a vision of the entire curriculum plus the breadth ·of 
knowled~e and the teaching skills to convey that vision. When this critical 
inte~ration function is not accomplished, or is left to the student, an 
otherwise excellent interdisciplinary program can reduce to~ loosely related 
collection of r.ultidisciplinary courses. The typical successful academic . 
researcher focuses en a particular set of ideas or tools and <loes not 
generally develop extreme breadth. One of the key issues facing the 
operational curricula is that of developing broad, interdisciplinary exoerts 
\.i'ho•can prepare and present these unifying courses. 
The Academic Groups have been established to provide academic guidance, 
direction and leadership for the operational curricula. A runber of 
activities important to the success of the aperational programs _periodically 
require active support and involvement of selected members of the Academic 
Groups. At present, that support is often not forthcoming because- there is 
inadequate reward and recoP,nition for such faculty contributions •. 
The Conmittee believes that there are tw key requirements \f41ich, if met+ 
will strengthen the operational curricula: 
1. Vigorous programs of research involving NPS faculty (perman~nt, 
visiting or adjunct) should be established in operational areas •. 
2. NPS faculty TTUSt not be discouraged fran participation in the 
operational programs. 
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In order·to focus research efforts, it is also fel~ that~ siPJ1ificant 
amount of research funds should ht! controlled by the appropriate ,\cademic 
Group or Academic Group Olairman. This will encourage development of coherent 
programs and provide incentives for faculty involvement. The 
interdisciplinary experts teaching capstone courses ~JOUld be expected to be 
those faculty menbers roost directly involved in these research programs. 
This report speaks in several places of broadening the traditional 
measures of academic accanplishrnent to accoornodate the special miss ion of ~lPS. 
These steps are essential to encourage m:>re extensive NPS faculty participation 
in operational programs. Manv of these steps t,.0t1ld also serve to strengthen 
NPS faculty interest in application of their expertise to [X)N problans. 
The Connittee has had sane <liscussion of how the Acadanic riroups should be 
organized to rrosc efficiently p:uide ~~e operational curricula. Various 
orRanizational options have been sup.,gesced, fran forming seoaracc academic 
deparcnencs for the operational curricula co canplece incorporation into 
existing academic departments. The Ccmnittee believes that it -;...ould be 
worthwhile to reexamine how ~~e Academic Groups are organized and t-Jhat 
authority they are given, and to determine vJhether changes should he made that 
will enhance the effectiveness of ~~e operational curricula. The <:amnittee 
also strongly believes that whatever the organization, the two key requirements 
of a vigorous research program and no disincentives for operational ~rk nust 
always be met. 
Recornnendations 
1. The instructional evaluation svsten at NPS should he chamted as 
folla..1s: 
a. The SOFs should be used solelv to imorove uoon instruction. The 
information oht.:1.ined ':rom the SOFs should ~o cml v to the 
ind1viau.··il racultv ~oer. No one else should see this 
intormacion unless rlesired bv the facultv member. A facultv ;md 
student corrmittee should investigate if the SOF questions should 
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be changed to improve upon the ~uestionnaire's ability to provide 
useful infotmation to the instructor. They should also seek ways 
to expedite the processing of the SOF data in .order to encourage 
efficient feedback. 
b. Each rleparonent should develop an instructional evaluation system 
· to replace SOF. f.acn deparonent nust establish an instructional 
evaluation camittee which will be res onsihle for establishin an 
nscructiona eva uacion svstan or e eparanent. c 
deparonent should submit its instructional evaluation plan to its 
Division~ for aoproval. It is expected that the evaluation 
system will include input fran students (e.g., exit interviews of . 
graduates), as well as fran faculty (e.g., peer evaluation from 
class visitations c1nd team teaching) and will include an 
evaluation of thesis advising. Camlents cy the deparonent 
curriculum COT1T1ittee n an individual's contributions to 
curriculum improvements, course development, laboratory and 
tmique instructional method rlevelorxnent, COrT1T1ents by thesis 
supervisors on the assistance of the second reader and vice 
versa, survey of course journals to <letermine content and level of 
material being presented and adeauacy of the examinations and 
appropriateness of grades awarded, and cCAT1ents hy a mentor if one 
has been assigned to a new faculcv member, v.0t1ld all be valid 
inputs to the system. The evaluation should be performed less 
frequentl·, than once a vear for those faculty ,..Jho are nae at ooe 
of the critical career decision points. 
2. More resources should he ".":'lade ,'lvailable in the facultv bucfae·t for 
course develoomenc, tor :iaintaining, imnrovin and ronitorin the 
oua icv or e tnstruct1onai oroeram, ;mrt tor eve 001ng new 
instructional ~tho<ls co irnorove learninR etficiencv. It is 
recartnended that a mini.mun of 10% or cne taculty teachin~ rud~ec be 
used for this ~rpose. If additional resources are rot provided by 
DoN, then we nust reduce the rrumber of sections taught by 10% in order 
to institute the required maintenance and assure the "unifonn 
excellence" directed by the Secretary. The front line responsibility 
for curriculum control is with the acade.rnic departments. F.ach 
deoarcnent should he reauired to have an active curriculumc:ciinittee 
(with sub-coTTITlittees as ao ropriate to sub-s ecialities) within the 
eoartmenc. One .to the resources i enciried ve shou 
allocated to the departnents and should be utilized by the chair.nen, 
their academic associates and their curriculum camtittees for 
curriculum i'tlprovernents and instructional evaluation proposes. The 
curriculum comnittee will also be responsible for evaluation of all 
new courses proposed by the deparment. At the end of each academic 
year, the deparonents will be required to submit a written report to 
their Division D?an on the state of their curriculum and on how thev 
have utilized the resources they have been allocated for this · 
purpose. 
A school-wide Instructional r...ouncil should be established that 
parallels the tfuties ot the Research Council. The other halt of the 
resources set aside for instructional program development 'WOUld he 
allocated by the Instructional Cotmcil. Individual faculty menbers 
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will submit proposals to the r..ouncil for projects to enhance the 
delivery of graduate level educ,1tion to our students ;md to the lbN 
in general. Such a project might be a book oo /Sw that is PJblished 
first at NPS and ultimately by the government printing office. A 
project to develop a series of personal canputer experiments in 
digital signal processing could be funded. PSI course development 
might be funded particularly for lhN unique topics. Educational 
research projects that gather data or experiment with nL-...., ~thods of 
improving learning efficiencies could be funded. Toe r,Olll1cil should 
be stafferl by those at rlPS v.tio are primarily interested i.n teaching 
techniques and educational research. 
3. The NPS .:idministrat ion, deoarcnent chainnen, ;ic<1dernic associates ;:ind 
curricular otricers should rei.ntorce the licv that r.hesis ro · ects 
ucat ion ..1t :ws and thrit chev .:ire 
The thesis project represents a ~IJing ot the three 
acciv1t1es of instruction, research and service to fbH. As such, it 
represents an ideal opportunity for the faculty to be in close 
professional contact with our officer students oo a problem of lon~ 
term interest to the tlavv and fbD. The student thesis should 
therefore represent the ~-ulmination of 01r P;raduate education. The 
ultimate resoonsibilitv for the problen selection and t.,e ~uality of 
the thesis reoorc lies '-Jit.~ the t.~esis suoervisor. Ample incentives 
should therefore be present to attract the faculty into this ~st 
re.varding yet very time consuming activity. However, at present, the 
faculty believes that insufficient credit is being ~iven to thesis 
advisinP, in assi~ing annual teaching loads. Deparcnenc chair.nen must 
be very diligent in their course assignments to insure that faculcy 
who advise thesis students are given proper credit and that faculty 
who do not advise students have a full course load (e.g. 8 courses) 
during the academic year equivalent to the 33 contact oour equation 
now in use. Further, facultv who advise large numbers of students 
should be entitled to a reduced course load Ca!rnensurate with the 
amount of ti~e they are soending advising their students. 
Each facultv member should he evaluated on his /her nerfomance as ., 
thesis aavisor rmd retNaroea tor sustained m.ialitv ertorcs. The 
second reaaer and deparcnenc chair.nan serve pr1r.1ar1l~ ~ quality 
control oo the process and as such are, along with the student, in the 
best position to contribute to the evaluation. Evaluation should not 
be performed by those not personally supervising students. \.Jha.t 
constitutes appropriate topics and what represents an outstanding or a 
poor thesis varies greatly fran discipline to discipline. Each 
deparonent should make these judgments itself; however, the 
departJnental policy should be stated clearly and its importance 
reinforced with each facultv member on a regular basis. Finallv, it 
should be stated school policy thac a faculty fTIE!Tlber and his or.her 
students will be supported in their efforts to find applications for 
their ~rk within lx>N laboratories, staffs and cc.:mnands. Success in 
this regard should constitute a contribution to the faculty meinher's 
external activities. 
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. In order to strengthen the operational curricula, the following specific 
' actions are needed: 
4. Research nnnev should he nrovided tor.he Academic Grou s to encourage 
t e ,eve o nc o strong researc ro rams in e erationa 
e acu ty engaged in those programs wi aq a mac ter o course 
lnterested and capable of teaching the crucial capstone courses in the 
operational curricula and supervising theses. Trying to bring faculty 
who are rnt actively involved in research up to date to teach those 
courses in the operational areas and be fully conversant with the 
critical issues is very difficult and in the end is unlikely to be 
successful. 
5. The role of the Ac-irlemic r;roun <llai r.nan in rOfTlOt ion and tenure 
procee<line.s should be increased. One wav ot accanp ishing this is 
to reQuire that, iJien aorropriate, a Group C1ainnan, or saneone he 
designates, should serve en a candidate's prorootion/tenure corrrnittee. 
6. A facultv carmittee ~hould be forr.ied to examine the or anization of 
t e ,~a em1c < ,rouos ano t e resources r- ev ·1ve to manaee e 
interdisciolinarv ooerational curricula, Md recorrmend cnanges that 
would enrtc:U1ce tne etf ecr i veness ot the noerat ional orm~rams. Tot!> 
COOillittee snou1d consider now otner e<lucacional institutions conduce 
interdisciolinarv oroRrams. Particular attention should be paid to the 
issue of faculty develooment and strrttegies to help guarantee 
long-term program vitality and viability. 
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S. FACVLTY RrllARD SYSIDt . , 
BackP,round 
The faculty reward structure at :-ws TTUSt place equal enphasis en teaching, 
research, and contributions to lx,rl, ,-md it is important for the health of NPS 
that this requirement be met collectively. The strenP,th of this institution 
lies in the hreadth of knowledge and creative activities of its faculty. To 
m..-mriate prescribed activities for ;.111 faculty ~Juld stifle creativity :mci 
erode the quality of the educational program. Instead, NPS needs a mix of 
talents which crosses traditional acadenic disciolines ,'lS well as 
· s11hspecialty areas of direct relewmce to the Navy and !1arine r...orps. To 
foster this fTlix requires a flexible reward system which recoP-)lizes that a 
v-iriety of activities are imoort.:mt to the ~ission of the institution, ,.Jhile 
also requiring that certain absolute standards he net. At the ~faval 
Postgraduate School, all faculty ":USC strive for excellence in the 
inst~Jctional process. As a conseouence, it is expected that all faculty 
i 
should devote a significant portion of their energy to this rose import3.I1t 
activity and that the re-,ar<l syscen will sufficiently recognize high ~uality 
instruction. Service to the ~Jaw in addition to instruction of officer 
students ooboar<l :ws is e.'Cpecte<l. Finally, research at ~.JPS is essential to 
its graduate education mission, requiring that all of the faculty should be 
active in research. 
However, it is artificial to divide faculty activities into teaching, 
research and service to I:oN. This is amply illustrated by the fact that 
maintainin~ up to date instruction that includes material of direct interest 
to the Navy is a valuable service co the Navy. Division into the three 
categories leads to such beliefs .:15 "a person's cup C3.Ilnot be t:!TIPty in anv of 
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the three." • Such a JX1 ilosophy can e.as i. 1 y cause evaluation to gravitate toward 
using teachimt and research as the only criteria, with unpt)asi.s en research 
as the detTk)tlstration of scholarly/creative activity. This is due to the ease 
of quantifying research results (rn.nnber of refereed puhlications) and our 
natural tendency to t:!TJUlate other graduate institutions where research 
productivity is the primary rreasure for pranotion. 
For J"rposes of pay. pranotion and tenure, recognition should he p,iven to 
faculty members t.Jho perfom their duties at NPS in an exemplary manner and 
~lso carry a, activities t,.ihich enhance the reputation of NPS in the rutside 
comm.mity. Being ;m educational institution and a part of the Navy, the 
outside cc:mnunicy for us includes ooch academia nnd DoN. 'Thus, faculty should 
he judged on ~.-JO criteria, internal contributions to the institution ;1nd 
external contributions ·.vhich demonscrabl'I enhance ~-:PS' s reputation in either 
the academic coorrrunit?, DJN/fxJD, or both. 
ProblC!lls 
In the current pay, prCT:'X)tion m-id tenure procedures, we believe that ~~e 
faculty are treated equally in the aµplication of the current standards. 
School-wide review of promotion/tenure documentation packages tends to 
standardize methodologi~s. The 3Venue of the Professional Practices Coomittee 
is a good check in the sys ten ( 5] • However, policy, the current practices in 
implementing policy, and faculty perceptions of current practices are all 
important in the faculty re.,;ard systan. Perceptions control faculty behavior 
as rruch as, and perhaps trore than, stated policy. Thus, thou~h we produce no 
hard evidence to support the following stated problems, all the points v.e make 
are an e~ression of the oerceptions of a significant fraction of the 
facultv~ 
1. Current PPr standards over-emphasize refereed publications. 
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2. There -are disincentives for participating in intcrdisciolinary opera-
tional curricula and develuping tlavy-relatcd instructional materials. 
3. The PPr dee is ion process is too far removed fran those who are in the 
best position to evaluate a person's \.-Ork. 
4. There ls too ruch reliance oo simplistic quantifiable information 
(e.g., average of SOF scores or runber of journal publications) when 
evaluating a person's performance. 
It is important to point out that oor current PPT practices anci what we 
perceive a.'i problems are not ,m irtue to NPS. Where UPS is, at the present, is 
a natural consequence of its changing fran a prirr1arily teaching institution to 
a high quality graduate institution with a research program that is necessary 
for that level of education. All across the country, other institutions .1nd 
national level panels are investigating the education process and writing 
reports stating w'&at ~ttention to inst~Jction has degraded to a d-mgerous 
point [3). In the teaching-research spectrun, we believe :rrS is far better 
than mst graduate degree granting j.nsticutions in attention paid to 'lU'llity 
instruction. Nevertheless, r,.t\at we propose below will help to strengthen our 
carmit:r.lent to instruction, to the interdisciplinary operational curricula, 
and to service for the Navy. 
Recorrrnendations 
1 • All facultv at NPS should he wi 11 ing to serve CbN in wavs other than 
instruction. Our insc1cucion is t111 integral part or tne ~parcnenc of 
the Naw. All facultv should therefore have a keen interest in the 
Navy and its operations, and a healthy outlook toward improving the 
effectiveness of this service and CbD. 
2. Facultv at NPS should he ·udged on two criteria for PPT: internal 
contributions to NPS cmd externa contributions which <e!!lOnstrab v 
enhances ~JPS I s reoucacion in either the academic camn.I!1itv, or CbN/DoD, 
or both. Faculty at ~WS are exoected to be strong contributors to 
high quality, relevant instruction and to he active in their profes-
sion and in their service to Cb~l. Ade<1uate performance in these areas 
should not automaticallv 'llL3lifv an individual for r.ierit increases, 
promotion, or tenure. For exai-nple, doing an adequate, ~ven exemoldry, 
job of teaching 1000-JOOO level courses and ma.kin~ onlv a minimal 
impact on the \'°rld outside NPS should not quality a faculty l'Tle[l1ber 
for advancement. Impact on the outside YK>rld can he achi~ved in any 
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area of· faculty performance, including instruction. The qu.llity and 
quantity of performance above acceotable should determine the rate at 
which an individual progresses throu2,h the academic ranks. Pranotion 
to full professor reiuires that the person denonstrates consistent 
leadership in at lease one area of faculty activity, and have 
"meritorious" performance in both internal and external service. 
Jud~in~ an individual's qualifications for advancement should be a, 
the has is of his or her meritorious performance. By this is meant 
performance in both internal and external service that is \.K.>rthy of 
note. Listed be1<7N are sane typical examples of internal and external 
activities that indicate such meritorious performance. The implica-
tion is not that a person should pick "one fran collllm A and two from 
column B" and get pranoted, tut that the successful faculty member 
should be engaged in a significant amount of meritorious \..Ork. 
Internal Activities 
o demonstratin~ flexibility and quality in instructing graduate 
level and applications oriented courses, 
#* introducting new naterial in curricula and developing new courses, 
particularly special tooics courses with ll:)N relevance, 
o developing or L~~lenentatin~ creative teachin~ nethorls (such as 
computer-aided instructional ;nacerials) to improve upon student 
learning cfficien~y; develooi:,g extensive instructional material, 
o exercising leadership in developing and/or refining curricula, 
o developing instructional laboratories, including specifying 
equipment and designing experiments, 
o providinP, service as academic ;issociate, associate chair.nan, 
chairman of a school-wide corrrnittee, etc., 
o contributing to interdisciplinary research projects, 
o directing research efforts of thesis students, 
o tutoring students tvho need renedial \.JOrk, 
# teaching capstone courses in applied areas, and 
# teaching in interdisciplinary curricula. 
*Note thac sane or the above activities are indicated with the svmful 4. 
These are Navy related activities that have not been sufficiently rewarded in 
the past and to which attention must he paid in the future to insure not only 
that they are adequately rewarded but that the faculty understands that the 
PPI' criteria have changed. 
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Extem~l Activities 
o creatin~ products of direct use to tlavy operations, bo_th shore 
and sea based, 
o publishing research results in refereed archival journals or 
conference proceedings at a re~lar rate, 
o providing service in a professional society throug)'l elected 
offices, COT111ittee ~rk, conference planning, editorial ~rk, 
paper/proposal revie,....,, etc., 
H planning and evaluating fleet exercises, 
o contributing to a Navy rultilaboratory research project, 
o publishinR a textbook that receives acceptance external to t·WS, 
II offering oo-carnpus and off-campus short courses to tbN personnel, 
o creating instructional material that receives sip.,nificanc u~e 
outside NPS, (textbooks, course notes, teachin?. r.,echodoioP.ies, 
etc.), 
ii acting ,iS a consultant for operational coornands ~<i other I))rl 
organizations, 
o providing service to hi,;h level positions in DJ~J, 
# publishing technical reoorts, either unclassified or classified, 
in a IbN or non- DotJ research program, 
o contributing c.11.apcers in research rronograohs, 
# presenting research results to operational ccmnands and ocher IX>~~ 
organizations, 
# contributing co resear~~ oro~rams tvi.th operational units, 
laboratories, systei,s camnands, and headquarters of the Navy and 
Marine <:orps, and 
II providing service to Ib~~ (and to the CbD camrunity) by contribut-
ing in \,,,Urkships, panels, advisory boards, and by liaison with 
laboratories. 
Evaluation Difficulties 
There are well-established methociologies for evaluating the standard 
academic careers founrl in rose graduate schools. The simplest is 
judging research productivity: count publications in ~11-respecced 
journals and dollars obtained. Methodologies also ~xist for 
evaluating instruction, although they are less well agreed a, (this 
was discussed earlier in Section 4). At NPS, the situation is rrore 
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difficult hecause of our unique requirements to directly support the 
Naw. Applied, a:nrl even classified, research, applled instruction, 
and certain types of service to the Navy are roorc difficult to 
evaluate than traditional academic activities. ' 
Another area of concern is service to the Navy. Service on high level 
panels is prima-facie evidence of quality service. More difficult to 
evaluate is oarticipation in fleet exercises, usefulness of canputer 
codes developed for Navy use, etc. Direct contact nust he made with 
the Uavy unit involved to assess the impact of the professor's 
participation and results. The key is to determine if the professor's 
work is p,aini.ng acceptance by the Navy. It is not sufficient evidence 
that the Navy is willing to fund the professor's work. 
NPS places significant ~ip,ht en brinRing new and up-to-date material 
into the classroom. With the wide range of applied material we teach, 
it can be rlifficult to judge t,.ihether certain material is up-to-date or 
merel)' applied examples that the professor has had available for sane 
time. When it is necessary to do so, an effort should be made by 
departmental instructional evaluation comnittees to submit 
instructional material to rutside experts to obtain a judj?J!lent en its 
currenc~,. 
Finallv, dissemination of instructional ~terials rutside !JPS reouires 
special evaluation. ~e key is hc,,,J wide is the acceotance; to what 
extent has t.1-ie 01tside academic conmunity found the material useful? 
In this situation, the chairman should determine the 11tJIT1ber of 
universities, classes :mrl students that are using the material and 
ohtain a subjective evaluation of the naterial by outside faculty. 
3. Technical Reoorts (classified or unclassified), t..Jhen w,ed as evidence 
or researcn nr0<1uccivicv c1Uring d-1e PF'f nrocess, should he P.xterna11•, 
reviewed. Publications in retereed journals is a c.or.rnonly accepted 
standard for research productivity. Since technical reports are 
written with no review by rutside experts, it is imoortant that they 
be subjected to sane form of outside review if they are to be used 
as evidence of productivity. The Provost has proposed a procedure for 
obtaining outside peer review of technical reports (Appendix C). This 
Comnittee believes that if a significant fraction of a faculty 
member '.s research output is in reports, the person should choose 
reports he/she wishes to have reviewed so that they can be used in the 
PPr process. His/her chairman v.0uld submit such reports to outside 
experts for evaluation. This process should be done on a regular 
basis so that a continual, real-time evaluation is available. The 
objective is to ensure that the same standard for professional 
contributions is applied to technical reports as is presumed to apply 
for publication in refereed journals. 
4. NPS shoulrl stress r1 flexible role mdel for facultv 
eve ooment. Because ot the ,1eve oomenca nature ot aca emic careers, 
oranocion and evaluation criteria rrusc varv over one's career. We 
should not exnect the same levels of performance, nor necessarilv the 
same types of performance, fran a junior assistant professor as fran a 
senior full professor. For ex..,mp le. wh;1t eons ti tut es c:uts tancHnP. 
teaching for a very exoeri~nced teacher !ihould not he the stand,1rd for 
a nt.:iw instructor. SimiLirlv, senior faculty shoulJ he held to r1 
higher standard for research productivity and service to DJN/DoD than 
a junior assistant professor. It is important for young faculty at 
NPS to place emphasis oo establishing their professional reputation, 
whereas senior faculty are expected to exercise leadership in a 
number of dimensions (e.~ •• curriculum develoµnent, acadunic 
governance, research Llfltrepreneurship, etc.). 
Furthermore, we should expect a wider variety of career routes and 
accomplishments at the senior ranks than at the roost jt.D1ior ranks. 
Assistant professors ,ire ~ener:illy expected to fulfill roore 
conventional accanplist-a1ents, ,1nd ;.r.ivard ot tenure at the associ.:ite 
professor level \tO.lld depend primarily a, a person's demonstrating, 
that he or she has the ability to be a practicing professional in his 
or her field. 
Finally, because of the 1..D1i.que mture of ~WS, t.'ie school unolovs 
people from the ilaw Lihoratories and ooerational camrunities \ho have 
unique skills. Such ~ole ;ffe •?stablishe<l 11rofessionals · . .Jhen they 
arrive on camous .1mi ·.ti 11 hilve subsLlQUent c.1.reer patterns •..Jhich are 
t1nique to :rps. 
As Ms been stated ahove, ~-rps should reward a wide ranP,e l)f facult·, 
careers. To hetter foster 1md~rstandin~ of this svstem. it is useful 
to provide ex.a.11r,les of :,erfo~.cU1ce that '.-x)uld lead to success in the 
PPT process, as well as counterex.:i.~les. Such ex:imoles are nresented 
in Aopendi:< 8 of chis Reoort. Cases ;1re presented for tenure ;is 
well as for pranotion to associate and full professor bec3use of ~~e 
different criterL1 re<mired in each circunst.:mce. The cases presented 
are not =neant either to he exhaustive or to indicate an exact career 
profile. 
5. T)Jring ~~e PI7f ~roceedir.?.s. ~he rol~ of the <leoarcnentrtl evaluation 
committee snoul3 he sc?:"enP..t~ened. The current ?PT proceedings have 
one ccrnoonent rJ1at is hotn a scrern~th and a w1eakness: having a maj t)r 
component of t.'1e decision-r!laki:ig nrocess be the dSsemble<l deans and 
all chain1en. The strenP,th of this process is that it standardizes 
criteria and assures fairness of treatment school-wide. Also, the 
chair:nen are roost familiar with school goals, current policy to 
implement them, and h0t-1 PPI' can he used to insure the go.1.ls are met. 
The \.Jeakness is that much of the decision oo an individual case is 
made bv peoole who are far ranoved from the candidate's field. There 
is considerable feeling in the facultv that evaluating aoplied \..Ork, 
especially service to Ix>N, will be even rrore difficult with this 
!lle thodo logy. 
The strength of schoolwide revi~w can he kept, and the need to make 
the prirnarv evaluations hv oeople roore knowledgeahle of the 
candirlate' s field fulf i Lled, bv strengthening the role of thl~ 
departnent~l evaluation comnittee. At the present ti~e, rleoarcnent~l 
corrr.1ittee activities are not stanrlardized and there is a tendency for 
the COllTlittees to r1et ilS advocates for the candidate. Departmt?ntal 
evaluation COfTITlittces hould act roore as investigative bodi.cs and do a 
critical, in-depth evalu.~cion of the candidate's qualifications. Sane 
of the evaluation burden t,JOUld then be renove<l fran the collective 
chairmen in making their decisions. The resulting strengthening of 
the voice of the departmental carmittee "-Ollld make their report the 
primary consideration in PPT decisions and relieve the chairmen/deans 
group frcn having to study the detailed t1LDllerology of a case. 
Thus, \Ji.at follows is a sugr,esterl ~tho<lology for strengthening the 
<lepartrnental COTJmittee's role. It is not expected that all 
<leoartmencs v.0uld exactly follow these guidelines. However, it is 
iJTJpOrt.:int hat M exact methcxiology be spelled out ,1S P,Uidance to the 
academic deparonents. 
SuRgested Oeoartment Procedure 
1. It is expected that each person in the department who is a future 
candidate for promotion/tenure ~uld receive guidance from either 
the ~partnent 01air.nar1 or an individual col.mselor or group 
appointed by ~~e 01;:iir:nan. 
2. F..ach vear, ·.IIT'ithb each deoart:1enc, ;i deliberating hociv ' . ..ould Meet 
to consider the cases of all facul~y who .-1re not fuli' professor. 
This rrust be done early in the PPr cycle. 
3. For the person '.vno is to be cons iciered for ;.idvanct..,ment for 
pranotion/tenure, the Chair7;1an appoints a three nerson comnittee 
to evaluate the candidate. The ccmnittee ~uld he constituted as 
follows: 
a. at least one meMber a full professor, 
b. if appropriate for the candidate, an Acadenic Group Clair.nan 
or that Ciair.1an's appointed representative, 
c. no menher of acaciemic rank lower than that to which the 
candidate asoires, ;md 
d. one camlittee member from outside the deparcnenc. 
Many of these conditions are now satisfied by t.'1e deoaronents in the 
constitution of deparcnental corrrnittees. However, two of these 
requirements, items b and ci, should be regularly aoplied. Item b is 
important if~ are to insure proper evaluation of faculty members wno 
have been active in teaching and/or research in the ooeracional areas. 
Item dis intended to nnnitor the inte~rity of the process. A 
committee member fran '"tside of the deparonent should help to avoid 
significant differences in the standards and objectivity that are 
being applied in the evaluations in the different deparonents and 
therefore should serve to strengthen the weight that can he P,iven to 
the ccmnittee's report. 
4. The ccmnittee acquires the information needed · ( specified hy 
school-wide guidelines) to t:?Valuate the candidate. The Ciairman 
would guide the comnittee to insure that school-wide standards 
are being met with regard co the 'luality of the infonnation. 
5. All faculty manbers in the deparonent who are tenured, and of at 
least the rank to which the candidate aspires, ~et to hear a 
presentation by the candidate's evaluation c001T1ittee. After the 
presentation and discussion, the faculty votes on the candidate. 
A substantial majority should he obtained if the candidate's case 
is to be presented to the deparcnent chair.nen and deans of the 
school. 
6. The prOTlOt ion/ tenure package is then forwarded to the Provost, and 
should contain the following: 
a. the vote of the deparonenc, 
b. a written statenent bv the deoartmental evaluation coornittee, 
providing their eval~tion of° the candidate, 
c. a similar statement by the Department Olair.nan, (and 
aopropriate r,rouo Chairman), 
d. rlI'l optional statenent by the C'.lildidate rutlining accanolish-
~ents co date, olanned future rtCtivities, and haN those 
activities will contribute to the mission of ~IPS, ,'lnd 
e. all rutside letters obtained for the candidate's case. 
It is expected that these written state!'!lents will contain subjective 
evaluations of the candidate's value to the <leoartr.ient, :-ws, and the 
Navy, stressing contributions to the mission of ;lPS. In addition, the 
evaluation COOITlittee's statement ~t contain a <lescription of the 
information gathered and evaluation procedures used. 
6. At ~~e cOTTOletion of the P?f proceedings, a sig,,ificant ,nollllt of 
inrormation oercaining to the decisions :-iade at ~he Dean's Council 
should be disseminated to the candidates throu2h their Deoarcnent 
Chair.nan and their Deoarcnencal Evaluation Comnittee. It is 
important thac a signiricanc dlTlOunt or inrormacion tlows back down the 
pay, promotion and tenure chain to the Olairmen, the candidates, and 
the school. F.ach decision made on the case, and the reasons for the 
decisions should be camrunicated to the candidate through his OlaiClafl 
and his Deoaronental Evaluation Ccmnittee. This should include the 
results of· the Dean's Council deliberations and the tallv of the 
Chairmen's vote. · 
Such feedback is important for individual candidates and for the 
faculty as a t.Jhole. When a quantity of factual infomation is 
combined with the soecific criteria listed above, it should be clear 
to all that anulation nf :-l specific, successful faculty menber is not 
necessary but that an individual career plan that hest suits the 
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person's strengths .md stresses quality service to NPS's mission is 
the optunal route co success. 
. ... 
7. The current fomat of the Facultv Activities 
or PE71' snou 
8. NPS should seek and maintain realistic resources to insure er 
incentives rewards .:ire avai ab e to the racu tv to oster eir 
continued orofessional develoomenc. In order to greatly ~id in the 
imolementation ot tne proposeci changes in facultv activities and to 
foster contirrued excellence in rur mission, a Professional Develotr 
ment Plan should be established. The Plan should foster teaching 
effectiveness, a relationship ~Tith tbN and continued professional 
growth. The Plan shoulci include the followinp. actions: 
1. The number of merit pay steps available to the faculty should be 
increased in order to provide sufficient resources to the 
Department <l1air.nan to reward meritorious service. 
2. More rel~ase tL":le should be available in the faculty budget to 
allow faculty to develop new course material (particularly r:avy-
oriented). 
3. Funding should be readily avai .L1bl~ for lon~-duration travel (e.~. 
an intersessional or me quarter) of faculty to i-lavy-related 
establishments. 
4. The sabbatical program should be re-emohasized as an opportunity 
for NPS faculty co seek rejuvination in their fields, to study new 
disciolines, and establish closer relationships with ChN 
technology. 
The above recomnendation will require additional funding. We 
encoura~e the administration to make a concerted effort to obtain 
the funds needed to !)Ut these incentives in place so that we can 
effectively irnnlement SEC:AV Instruction 1524.2. 
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6. roHcu;o ux.; Rl-..'1ARKS 
The Camlittee has made a variety of rec001T1endations ~ich we feel will 
strenRthen our institution and its support in~ role to the Navy. Of these 
recortr.1enrlations, the following require specific, actions: 
1 • Facultv at NPS should be jt 1dged m t\.10 criteria for PPT: internal 
contributions to UPS and external contributions which demonstrahlv 
enhance NPS's reputation in either the academic camrunity, or tbNi 
DoD, or both. 
2. The current format of the Faculty Activities Report and the Guide-
lines for PPT should be revised to reflect the above-mentioned 
changes in faculty pranotion/terrure criteria. 
3. Technical Reports (classified and 1.u,classified), ~en used as 
evidence of research productivity during the PPT process, should he 
externally reviewed. 
4. Each academic deparcnenc should develoo an instructional evaluation 
svstem to replace SOF. The SOFs should be 1.1.sed solely to i.Morove 
upon instruction. SOF inforr.,ation should go only to the indiviJual 
faculty ~anber. 
5. t·bre resourses should he r:-ade available in the faculty budget for 
course rlevelopment, for 11aintaining, irnoroving «:1I1d rronitoring the 
quality of the instructional program, and for developing new 
instructional methods co improve learning efficiencv. 
6. Each rleoaronent should be required to have an active curricult.rn 
cor.rnittee within the deoarcnent. 
7. A school-wide Instructional r...ouncil should he established with ,h.lties 
to parallel those of the Research Council. 
8. Research r.oney should he provided to the Academic Groups co encourage 
the development of strong research pro~rams in the operational areas. 
9. A faculty ccmnittee should be formed to examine the organization of 
the Academic Groups and the resources they have to manage the inter-
disciplinary operational curricula, and recc:mnend changes that \.JOUld 
enhance the effectiveness of the operational programs. 
10. A faculty travel and assi~enc office should be established co assist 
faculty in travel plans in order to facilitate faculty travel ,md 
experience tours. 
As \.Je conclude this Report, it is na.cural to ask: what impact will the 
Report make en the actions of the faculty and administration? Jk)lv will oor 
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· r.ecOfTITlendacions he lfllplemcntf..~? \Jill there be some initial activity and 
chan~e, ooly to gravitate in a short \J"lilt! hack to the wa~ we have been 
operating? \Jhat kind of institution will this be in 1990 and beyond? 
Clearly, the implementation of the reccmnendations ~ have made presents a 
serious challenge to us all. To be successful in these changes will require 
cornpl~te support and cooperation be~Neen the faculty and the administration. 
DurinP, this process, it is expected that the Division Deans, the Department 
C:hai~en and the Faculty Cotmcil will be intimately involved. 
There is a significant price tag associated with these recorrrnendations 
--a price tag involving the time of the faculty, the administration and the 
support staff, as t-~11 as strong financial supoort. When resources are short, 
this •-Till not be easy to accomolish. A perennial problem exists to decide on 
the division of operating funds be~.Jeen current activity (i.e., teaching the 
students y..ve now have oo c1rn0us) versus improving our future capabilities 
(i.e., preparing for tanorraN's students by developing new courses, new 
riesearch programs and new-:Lavy-relevant ins eruct ional materials) • Let us 
therefore take the initiative to make a strong invesonent in rur future. NPS 
has existed for 77 years and has e'('!)erienced numerous chanP,es during that 
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Ad Hoc Committee on Faculty Activities, 
Incentives, and Evaluation 
The Secretary of the Navy in his instruction 1524.2 provides 
the rationale for the School and acknowledges its accomplishments 
but calls for increased focus in programs and faculty activities 
to apply discipline expertise to increasing the effectiveness of 
naval operations. Paragraph 5 of the instruction pertains speci-
fically to faculty but implications for the faculty appear 
throughout the instruction. 
As stated in paragraph 5 of instruction 1524.2 the NPS 
faculty evaluation system for pay, promotion, and tenure should 
put equal emphasis on a) quality of teaching, b) publications and 
research, and c) contributions to mission of Navy and Marine Co~ps. 
The Committee is asked to consider these matters and to recommend 
via a written report what steps should be taken regarding faculty 
activities and evaluat1on that would serve to accomplish this 
objective. 
The Superintendent. RADM Austin, feels that the points to 
consider include the following: 
1. Faculty Naval Orientation and Experience 
o The proc~ss by which new faculty learn about naval 
warfare. 
o The incentives necessary for faculty involvement in 
applying their discipline expertise to pruolems in naval 
warfare. 
o How faculty contributions to naval ope~ations should be 
documented and evaluated. 
o In ~any ways the intent of the Instruction can be met by 
increased faculty involvement in the operational 
curricula programs includi .ng teaching and research in 
relevant Navy areas. What experience do we have with 
faculty involvement in the operational curricula (or 
operational aspects of any curricula or discipline) that 
is helpful in thinking about the committee's change? 
2. Student Research: Naval Orientation and Academic Relevance 
o How might thesis selection be a stronger part of guidance. 
o How NPS might insure that academic/naval theses of value 
are properly brought to the attention of high levels 
within the Navy. 
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3. The Present Procedures and Norms in Pay, Promotion and Tenure (PP+' 
o Does the present PP+T system place emphasis in the 
addressed areas? If not, how can it be improved? 
o Is the present PP+T • ystem fair and consistent and does it 
award potential future contributions as well as past 
performance? 
o Is teaching excellence adequately evaluated? 
o Is there over emphasis on research? 
o Is there a balanced evaluation regarding publishing? 
o Does the faculty respect the PP+T system as being: 
a. just 
b. such that it promotes those best suited for future 
contributions to the NPS mission 
c. Thorough 
d. Resistant to special interests or favoritism 
4. Other 
o Are student results adequately evaluated? 
o How appropriate academic standards are to be safeguarded. 
It is suggested that the Committee hold open meetings to 
solicit faculty input. It is request~d that an interim report be 
prepared by 30 October 1986, and that a final report oe ready by 
l February 1987. 
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APPE:IDL'< 8: FACULTY r.ARE:ra OOJ-IPLES 
. Jt 
Associate Professor Cases A and B. 
Both Professors A and B came to NPS imnediately after receiving their PhD. 
Each published his/her thesis and a second related article. Boch began doing 
research at NPS, Professor A be~inning her <Ml project and Professor B joininP, 
an oogoing effort. Subsequently, both ("blished, A nnre frequently and as the 
only or principal author, B as a co-author. 
Professors A and Bare quality instructors with A tending to lean rrnre to 
high level graduate courses. Both use texts with \.Jhich they are familiar from 
graduate school, or available notes fran their deparonent. Roth advise thesis 
students and also serve as second readers. 
After ONc to three years ac the school, the careers of Professors A and B 
beRin to diverge. 
Case A continued 
Professor A continues to l-,e a good L~structor but her efforts are 
concentrating rore a, research. She publishes in qua.litv journals at a high 
rate and is becomin~ known in her field as a hright newr star. 
Professor A is beginning to apply her expertise to r~vy problens, receives 
~favy suoport for her research, and makes visits to i-lavy laboratories to learn 
about ~lavy needs. 
After the aoprooriate tL~e, Professor A is advanced to Associate 
Ptofessor, and later awarded tenure based on the school's belief that she wi 11 
become prominent in her field and that her interest in Navy problems will grow 
productively. 
Case B continued 
Professor B has demonstrated the ability to do quality research but it is 
obvious that his interests are primarily instruction. His participation in 
research projects begins to decrease except for his willingness to advise 
thesis students. 
Professor Bis an innovator in his <leparcnent in developing computer-aided 
instruction. He is beginning to create new material to support the courses he 
teaches, and these materials are well enough documented that they can be 
distributed and used by others in the deparonent. He is beginning to visit 
Navy laboratories or operational units to learn about Navy problems and is 
bringing that knowledge into the classroan. 
Professor B's innovative educational methods are of high enough quality 
that he is beginning to ?Jhlish them in educational journals. He is <leveloo-
ing a com,runity of outside educators who are interested in his techniques. 
Professor Bis advanced to Associate Professor and later awarded tenure in 
the belief that he will continue to grow as a leader in the outside educa-
tional coornunitv and that his ,·ipplic:ition of ~lavy problems in course \t.Ork will 
increase the reievance of NPS education. 
Cnse A CO\mterexamnle 
Professor A becomes engrossed in high quality research in h,~r field. Her 
instruction continues to be adequate, even of hi~h quality, but she has no 
time for thesis students \.Jhose work would not help her publish. She tends to 
shun applied research, including rJavy applications, viewing it riS a 
distraction from her ccmnitment to academic research. 
Professor A is not awarded tenure becausP. she does not meet the 
re<1uiremenc of devoting pare of her professional career co servinP, the Nary. 
She leaves ?WS and has a distinguished career at ;mother t.a1iversity. 
Case B counterex.'ll'Tlole 
Professor B concentrates on high quality instruction and is extremely 
popular with the students. He shows a willingness to include Navy 
applications in his courses rue tends to follow the lead of others in 
obtaining this material. He produces class notes for ochers when asked to do 
so. He tends to concentrate his etforts inside iIPS, shc,.,1in~ little or no 
inclination to disseminate mated,11 he develups outside r:FS. 
Professor Bis not ~dvanced to Associate Professor nor awarded tenure in 
the belief that he will make no Lrnpact on the ~r ld c~Jts ide ~-JPS. 
Full Professor r..ases 
As indicated in section 5 of this Report, the range of career profiles at 
the lower acadanic ranks will be narrower than at the upper ranks. It t-.011ld 
be difficult to trv to follow the various hranches that Professors A and B 
mi?,ht take, and o{ course, A and B are bv no means exclusive exaTTtples of 
successful careers. The following are cases of 9romotion to full professor, 
indicating the breadth of acceptable service. 
Case 1. 
Professor Z has been teaching nndergraduate and graduate level courses in 
both his traditional discipli:ie and in the ASH operational curriculum. He 
continually enriches courses in.th examples fran his rlirect knowledge of 
current naval technologv. He steadily advises thesis students on topics of 
direct interest to the A.'wJ rurriculum sponsor. He presents papers at Navy-
sponsored \-.Orkshops and publishes sane papers in archival journals. His 
research vJOrk en underwater acoustics has helped the Navy develoo a superior 
sonar system. He routinely reviews papers for professional journals and has 
extensive comnittee service at ~IPS. 
Case 2. 
Professor Y primarily teaches .~raduate level courses ,111d advises mimerous 
thesis students. He has been actively ftmded by Cbt-l and ~JSF for several 
years. He has established an international reputation through publications in 
the open literature &1d through conterence presentations. He has offered d 
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shore course oo his specialty to several Navy Llboratories and systems 
corrrnands. He has heen active in his professional society ;is a conference 
or~anizer, has served as Acadenic Associate, as a member of the Research 
Council, and oo various deparonenc ccmnittees. 
Case 3. 
Professor X teaches 2000 and 3000 level courses regularly to large runbers 
of students. He has created ne1,,1 courses (including supporting laboratories) 
and inteP,rated them as required courses into the curriculum. He has 
established a computer-aided tutorial program in one of the 2000 level courses 
which has been well received bv the students. He is an officer in the 
,\merican Society for F.ngineering Education, where he presents papers on 
different teaching strategies and ne1,,1 laboratory techniques. He has recently. 
published a textbook which has been adopted 17/ a variety of institutions 
across the country. D.lring intersessional periods he has consulted at Navy 
laboratories, giving lectures on several topics of interest. He regularly 
will advise a thesis student on a topic of interest to those laboratories. He 
is Associate Olairman in his deparonent for instruction. 
Case 4. 
As :m associate professor, Professor W continued to get assigned fbN-
oriented courses for ·..tlich no texthooks were available. Her research bec:Jme 
more I:bN oriented, as ciid the theses she advised. The [bN folD1rl her research 
and theses to be useful, and began to call on Professor W as a consultant. 
She has become an ~ert in the ,1.reas of technology and naval ope rat ions t.'iat 
are imoacted bv her field. She concentrates oo writing the results of her 
research in classified technical reports, and giving occasional presentations 
at meetings of professional societies. Her reports have had a considerable 
impact en and have gained wide acceptance within lx>N. 
Case 5. 
Professor Vis an ex-Naval officer. He possesses a Master's degree but no 
·PhD. His military experience has made him a recognized expert in military 
straceey. He has developed and has tauRht several required courses in 
different curricula. He Y-Orks jointly with several other faculty me:1bers en 
interdisciplinary research projects. He regularly serves oo Navy advisory 
boards, and is an officer in the Military Operations Research Society. He has 
written various classified technical reports which have received good to 
excellent reviews by an external team of experts. 
Case 6. 
Professor U was hired as an Associate Professor after 15 vears of 
experience at APL/JHlJ. He has a PhD in ME from UC Berkeley and spent his 
professional career, prior to corning to t-lPS, v.0rking on guidance and control 
proble:i1s in Navy Surface-to-Air missiles. He is considered an expert in Navy 
missiles and has authored numerous classified reports in this field. 
Since caning to NPS, he has been instnnnental in introducing factual r:bN 
missile examples into a varietv of the standard curriculum courses in the AF.RO 
department ~NTiere he teaches. He hA.s also rleveloped a special course on 
so 
Surface- to-Air missiles for the Navy Intelligence, EW and c3 students which 
has been well received. He has continued his a..rt1 'Mlrk through a small yearly 
contract with r~VSF.A which has provided regular thesis projects for 2 - 3 
students per year. He is regularly sought out by NAVSF.A to sit en the 
technical panel that reviews SAM test and evaluation data. 
Cases dictated by unique NPS requirements 
Because of the unique nature of NPS, we occasionally need to hire senior 
people who can fill a specific, rxm-standard requirenent. Such individuals, 
who receive tenure, are indicated below. Note that all cases fill a specific 
Navy need. 
r..ase 1 • 
Professor Twas hired directly as an untenured full professor based upon 
her nationally preaninent record in publications. Although she had no 
previous experience with [bN or [}JD, her field has <lirect relationship to 
pressing Navy needs. She has within two years demonstrated exceotional 
enthusiasm in developing T:btl/DoD relationships and is becanin~ visible with 
important NPS consituencies. She has been successful in obtaining research 
sponsorship fran Navy organizations and has been invited to participate on 
DorJ/DoD comnittees and panels. Her teaching perfomance has been superior and 
she has supervised an average rrunber of theses. 
Case 2. 
Professor S was also hired directly as an untenured full professor. 
Although his µ.iblication record is respectahle, it is not sufficently 
distinguished to merit prcrnocion at a first race school. The NPS decision to 
hire at the full professor level was based primarily a, mrket considerations 
in a scarce acadenic disci?line. Professor S's teaching performance is 
suoerior and service to the ;1PS carmunicy has been dedicated and spirited. 
Contributions to IhN/DoD tllve been gradually increasing over a four year span. 
Professor Snow has a solid reputation among several Navy constituencies ;md 
is able to obtain research sponsorship independently on a routine basis. 
Case 3. 
Professor R teaches in the ASW curriculum. He was hired by NPS at the 
rank of professor. Before caning to NPS, he was Assistant Secretary of the 
Navy for research, en1dneering and sys tens, a job he performed well for 
several vears. Prior to that, he was director of research in a lar~e 
defense-oriented U.S. corporation. He has heen on many defense advisory 
panels, and has frequently been used as a consultant by IhN. In earlier 
stages of his career, he published in the refereed literature of his original 
discipline. Since caning to NPS, he has restructured and taup.,ht capstone 
courses in the ASvl curriculUTI. No textbooks exist for these courses. His 
teaching evaluations have been very good. He has advised several AS..J thesis 
students, "-Urking with him on a IhtJ-relevant, highly structured A.SW research 
project having the promise of enormous short- tenn payoffs for the (lavy. The 
research is resulting in classified theses and technical reports. 
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REVIEW FOR CTASSIFIED RFSFARQI REPORTS 
IN Af:PL 'W' RE"E" lO 
NC..4( 74) 
4 Sep 1986 
1. The instructional and t.,esis re<Juirernents of many rurricula require that a 
significant portion of i-WS faculty have kn()f.,Jledge of the operational problems 
of the l'l')ilitary. Most NPS faculty obtain such kn0,,,,1ledge through their 
research whicn is ryerfomed for militarv or~anizations, through their 
contacts. Most of this contact, however, is with the "shore" side of the Navy 
anrl ic is also necessary to hecome familiar with the "at sea" type operational 
requireients and proble!'lS, particularly for the operational curricula. 
2. In order to suoport the ooerational curricula (as well as the objective 
outlined in SECU\V 1524.2) ,iPS needs to provide for career paths that envision 
n~search in rbN ooeracional .md s11pport aoplications :.is well as research in 
traditional aCRder!lic disciplines. Any individual career path might 'Nell 
consist of a Mixture of trarlitional and applications research which rrust often 
be classified. 
3. If we are gain~ to achieve the objective of a faculty at NPS that includes 
a substantial number of individuals active (or recently active) in classified 
1research, then incentives for research in operational problems r.ust be an 
integral part of the oay, pranotion, and tenure system and the unique 
opportunity at ~-WS for such career path should be enohasize~ in faculty 
recruitment. A key problem is h,o...r ~ handle the results of research on 
classified proble~s. Because many of the ooerational problems are highly 
classified, it may not be possible to publish the results of research in those 
areas in traditional professional journals. Hc,..Jever, career orogression at 
NPS requires demonstrated research contributions. wbile maintaining academic 
standards, :Il'S needs to establish procedures to provide peer revi€\tl of the 
work of faculty who choose to concentrate on these areas. Not all faculty 
will choose to utilize these procedures, but we rrust provide avenues for 
specialist development if we are to continue to offer operational programs. 
4. Foll()f.,Jing is a suggested procedure for obtaining peer review of classified 
reports or papers. The hasic objective is to get an affirmation of the 
professional quality of the t.-.0rk at the time it is canoleted, so that such 
reports can be considered equivalent to standard publications when considering 
policy, promotion or tenure actions. 
a. The faculty member is resoonsible for developing a record of his 
research accanplishments in the operational field. Technical reports, 
classifierl or oot, should be preoared in response to research assignments even 




b. Where the subject matter is appropriate, publication in the available 
classified journals is encouraged. 
Journal of Defense Research 
Journal of Underwater Acoustics 
c. Where necessary NPS wi 11 obtain the advice and consent of the sponsor 
for the review of such reports by individuals with appropriate credentials and 
reputation either inside or rutside of NPS. 
d. The Deparonent Olairman and the interested Academic Group Olainnan 
will be responsible for the selection of cne or roore potential reviewers. The 
selection of a reviewer will be approved by the Deparonent Oiairman's dean. 
The first priority is for an outside reviewer. If rutside review is not 
possible internal review can be considered. Although internal review poses 
more delicate problems in obtaining an objective review, the same procedure as 
for rutside review should be followed. 
D. A. SamADY 
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